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Prologue. 
AYIA NAPA HOLIDAY  

COMMANDMENT #1: 
Even if after an intense night of good ol’ skanking and 

wholesome bubbling, 

 Thou art so hungry that thou could devour one’s own fist... 

Thou shalt not eat moussaka from a restaurant where the flies and 

other forms of wildlife appear to be the main customers! 

 
Saturday 19th July 2008. 

Location: Some random roadside café, Ksilofagu, Cyprus. 
Time: 14:46. 

 

“I swear down Marcia. I s-w-e-a-r down! You really need to get a 

move on man. We ain’t got time to waste,” Jade bellowed.  

Despite my woozy state of consciousness, I was pretty certain I just 

saw the pupils of her angelic green eyes flicker a demonic shade of 

red.  

“Alright, alright, I’m going as fast as I can…damn!” 

“Not quick enough. I swear if we miss this plane-” 

 “Oh my days Jade, give it a rest will yah. No one’s gonna miss any 

plane…Chillax.” 

Sweeeeeet Mary and Joseph! The pain. The agony. In a rush to meet my 

friend’s callous demands, and judging by the murderous intensity 

of my squeal, I obviously hadn’t clocked the large pile of rock 

rubble blatantly lying in front of me. Making the hobbled walk of 

shame from the café back to the minibus, I tried my hardest to 

avoid Jade’s toxic glare. 

“Oh come on man, this is like the fourth time we’ve stopped now. 

We’ve only got fifteen minutes left to check in you know,” she 

growled. 

Stubbing her half-smoked cigarette out with the heel of her gold 

gladiator sandal, Jade huffed her way back into the minibus. 

“Ooooouch,” I yelped as my tortured guts lurched and squelched 

in tandem. 

Shielding my eyes from the intense Cypriot sunlight, whilst 

practicing a quick session of deep hee-hee-hooo styled breaths,  

I silently pleaded with my large intestine to give me a gawd 

forsaken break. 
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“Awww you alright girly? This food poisoning’s really hit you 

hard. How’re you feeling now?” Johanna asked, patting my flaky 

shoulder. 

“Ooops sorry! I forgot about the sunburn.”  

Unbelievable. Even here and now in this sweltering fly swatting 

heat, my best friend still managed to sustain her fashionable feline 

swagger. Sporting a cream linen playsuit, a red fedora hat and a 

pair of oversized tortoise shell sunshades, Johanna exuded nothing 

but high voltage glamour. 

 “It’s cool Jo-Jo, only half of my big toenail’s missing, so it’s not all 

bad ahy,” I grimaced. 

Oh my days! The coils in this archaic car seat were practically 

impaled into my backside. 

“You a rea’dy?” Stavros, the remarkably hairy driver, impatiently 

asked over his fuzzy shoulder. 

“I hope so.” 

“Yeah and we ain’t stopping this time,” Jade scowled, giving me a 

swift side eye glance. 

Muttering something to himself in Greek, Stavros turned the key in 

the ignition, whilst the van’s elderly engine spluttered into life. 

“Remind us to be this sensitive to you next time you’re ill Jade,” 

Shauna said while twiddling with a few ends of her dreadlocks. 

“Do get the hell over yourself Shauna, I ain’t being insensitive ok, 

but we’re cutting it fine as it is. If this rust bucket doesn’t hurry up 

and get us to the airport pronto, we’re gonna be up crap’s creek 

without a paddle, you get me. If Johanna misses her flight to New 

York she misses her interview slot with that urban author person. 

Marcia could miss the train that’s supposed to take her to her work 

conference thingy majig in Manchester on Monday; you’ve got 

home tutoring appointments and I can’t miss Jerome’s birthday. 

Simple!”  

“Aahhh now we’re getting to it. You miss Jerome. Full stop.” 

Shauna teased. 

“Of course I miss him, he’s my man duh,” Jade snapped whilst 

trying to wedge the sticky car window open with her empty B&H 

box. 

For the love of all things remotely sane, you’d have thought Jade 

had been away from Jerome for two decades and not two blinding 

weeks. 
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“That’s odd Jade, I didn’t see you mourning Jerome the first 

thirteen days of this holiday,” I said in a matter-of-fact fashion. 

“Well why would she? My girl was way too preoccupied raving 

every second she got,” Shauna added. 

Preach Shauna, preach. 

“Whatever man! Don’t even act like you weren’t too,” Jade retorted 

before firmly placing her headphones over her ears. 

“I’m not denying it,” Shauna replied as Jade turned up the volume 

on her iPod. 

Judging by the extreme speed at which this ancient vehicle was 

flying through the traditional town of Ksilofagu, I could have 

sworn this Starvos geezer was a part time rally driver. The second-

hand baseline of Gigg’s gritty ‘Talking the Hardest’ trickled out of 

Jade’s headphones and echoed around the sweat peppered 

minibus. To help cushion my tender body against the rollercoaster 

style driving, I tried moving my carcass of a leg into a slightly more 

comfortable position.  

Given the choice between gouging my eyes out and then shoving 

my head in a blender, over this runny belly and being accidently 

roasted to a fine crisp shizzle, there would have been no contest. 

“What a dodgy end to a wicked holiday,” I reminisced. 

 “Tell me about it wow, I’m all danced out. It’s back to reality soon, 

back to East London. Yiasou Ayia Napa, we’ll miss you.” Johanna 

sighed. 
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AYIA NAPA HOLIDAY  

COMMANDMENT #2:  
Thou shalt learn to expect the unexpected. 

 
Saturday 19th July 2008. 

Location: Outside Lanarca Airport, Cyprus. 
Time: 14:53.  

 

 

Absorbing the final view of Cyprus’s rugged hills and crisp blue 

seas, the minibus abruptly pulled up outside the airport arrivals 

point. 

“Phew,” I exhaled, realising the potential rumble in the jungle was 

just nothing but a false alarm.  

Life as I knew it wouldn’t be worth living if I took another detour to 

the little girl’s room. Making a quick check of my dishevelled 

reflection in Johanna’s hand mirror, I wasn’t at my finest, especially 

with my face looking like it had been doused in cooking oil but at 

least I was heading home and not back to the beach. 

“Thanks for the-” 

Before Johanna even had the chance to show her gratitude to the 

minibus driver, Stavros had dumped the entire luggage on the 

pavement and was already half way down the road. 

 “Hello. Hello. Errr what do yah think you’re doing bruv? Get the 

hell off my things man, I didn’t ask for your help!” Jade shrieked, 

seizing her suitcase handle out of some eager little boy’s hand.  

Within a millisecond the poor sod had scuppered back into the 

busy crowd. 

“What the heck’s got into you Jade?” Shauna asked, picking up her 

hand luggage. 

Wiping the sweat beads rapidly forming on my unkempt brow line, 

the temperature must have easily been nudging a simmering thirty 

eight degrees. 

“Hmmm let me think Shauna, no let me think,” Jade sighed, 

pushing her khaki brown ‘Sox’ cap further down on to her 

forehead. 

 “Oooh I know…Sorry I ain’t full of the joys of spring like, but just 

in case it’s escaped your notice Shauna, we have seven, no-no six 

and half minutes left to check in!” 
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 Grabbing her suitcase handle, Jade marched towards the airport 

entrance. 

“Somebody’s tired,” Shauna mocked as she followed in hot pursuit of 

Jade. 

“Button it Shauna man, you’ve always got something to say innit. 

Excuse me, excuse me,” Jade clucked, trying to push her way 

through the solid flow of oncoming human traffic. 

Oh hello. Defying all laws of rational comprehension, I think I must 

have temporarily died and had a brief acquaintance with heaven. 

Through no action of my own, my heart literally pounded into 

cardiac arrest, as the most delectable selection of young bufftastic 

men passed us. 

“Wow we see you ladies are in a rush jaheeeeze,” one of the guys 

from the group said, hastily backing up out of Jade’s way. 

“No shit Sherlock,” she sniped. 

  “Rah she’s facety boy! I like it doh,” the guy chuckled. 

“OK, what’s he doing?” Johanna curiously whispered, taking off 

her Dior sun shades. 

No sooner had we made it inside the airport, the next thing we 

knew, this guy had stood right in front of us and was bravely 

putting his hands on his hips as if he was trying to match Jade’s 

attitude.   

This was no time for playing silly buggers and certainly not with an irate 

Jade. I couldn’t help wondering if I had something on my face, as 

one of the other chocolate covered Adonises kept looking in my 

direction. I quickly glimpsed over my shoulder to see if he was 

bogging at someone else but other than a mass of leather skinned 

grannies admiring each others orthopaedic footwear, there 

wasn’t anyone behind me. 

“Errrm excuse us, I don’t mean to be rude but we’ve really gotta get 

to the check in before they close boarding,” Shauna shyly stated, 

pointing at the desk. 

“Oh my bad, sorry,” Mr Brave said, stepping to the side to let us 

pass. 

“I’ll give you sorry bruv,” Jade mumbled, hauling her suitcase 

away. 

 Dashing in a mad fluster towards the check-in desk, I tried to keep 

up with the others, but with a botched big toe and a suitcase that 

was fit to burst I almost fell down. 
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 “Here let me help you,” a scrumptiously deep voice boomed 

behind me as I tried to stop the blasted thing from toppling over.  

“Oh, oh th-th-thanks.” I stuttered, realising it was the tasty piece of 

gorgeousness who was checking me out a moment ago. 

“No problem B, what’s your name?” 

Standing back and allowing this fine specimen of a gentleman to 

cart my luggage towards the girls, I almost fainted. 

 “My name? Errrrm…” 

Oh my days, this guy had a smile so sweet it almost made me 

forget my name. 

“M-M-Marcia.” 

“Marcia, that’s a pretty name for a pretty girl. I’m Marlon,” the 

words comfortably oozed out of his mouth. 

“Flattery will get you everywhere you know. Nice to meet you 

Marlon.” 

Eye contact Marcia, keep eye contact. 

“Likewise Marcia. What ends you from?” 

“Stratford, you?” 

“Well I was born and raised in Bow but I live in Docklands now.” 

“Oooh check you out, talk about an upgrade,” I giggled. 

“Something like that,” Marlon said, parading that smile again. 

In an eager attempt to accentuate my coyness and distract Marlon 

from my ropey appearance, I stupidly thought it would be sexy to 

run my fingers through my water matted extensions until my left 

hand got caught up in some kind of knot. 

SHIT. 

“You ok?” Marlon frowned as I desperately tried to dislodge my 

fingers from the centre of my head. 

This can’t be happening. 

“Yeah course,” I forged a plastic smile. 

I finally managed to yank my hand loose from the bird’s nest 

otherwise known as my hair. Ouch. 

“So….You’re just coming then?” I asked, feeling ludicrously keen to 

move away from that embarrassing ordeal. 

“Yeah, me and the mans dem are down here for the week. It’s a 

shame you’re going.”   

The surprising rush of excitement raised the sun singed hairs on my 

arms. It wasn’t until Jade stomped her way over like some kind of 

satanic faced troll, that I even realised Marlon and I had stopped 

walking. 
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“I’m not being funny like, but do you think you could finish 

chirsping my friend back in the London, we’ve got a plane to catch 

yeah,” she spat. 

 “Uhhhh,” Marlon cleared his throat. 

“Jade, really,” I said, as my eyes widened in disbelief. 

Standing next to me, as if she was my personal bodyguard, Jade 

seemed ready to grab Marlon by the short and curlies if he didn’t 

hurry up. 

“So Marcia, can we link up when I’m back in London?” Marlon 

politely asked. 

“Let me get back to you on that one,” I laughed, trying to ignore 

Jade’s hostile presence. 

“OK, while you do that, can I have your number so I can find out 

the answer?”  

You don’t need to ask me twice… baby boy. Handing me his iPhone, I 

swiftly tapped in my digits. 

“Nice to meet you Marlon,” I smiled, passing back his phone. 

“Yeah it’s been emotional,” Jade sighed, snatching my suitcase 

handle out of Marlon’s hand. 

Marlon didn’t even have the chance to respond as Jade dragged me 

with her free hand towards queue. Joining the other two, I saw 

nothing but huge curious grins on their faces. 

“Marcia who’s the cutie?” Johanna asked, eyeballing Marlon as he 

walked back towards his friends. 

“Marlon,” I proudly announced. 

“He’s uber buff, wow. They all were man,” Johanna said moving 

up with the queue. 

“Tell me about it. What I don’t get though Marcia, is out of all the 

guys who’ve stepped to us out here, how come you only gave this 

Marlon your number?” Shauna quizzed. 

“Innit doh. There was Malachi, Jermaine, Kwami, Lamar, Nathan, 

Jayden, the one with the teeth big like Mr Ed, Junior, Kevin, bare of 

them man.” Jade said flicking through the pages of her passport. 

Good question. Why did I give Marlon my number? Maybe it was the 

way he didn’t approach me rubbing his crotch and then address me 

as if I was christened ‘Oi come ‘ere a sec’? Or it could’ve been the 

way he didn’t spend the remainder of our conversation with his 

eyes superglued to my goodies? 
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“He seems sweet innit,” I said, rummaging through my black Gucci 

waist pouch bag, trying to remember where I put my passport. 

“Sweet he is, damn,” Johanna laughed, handing one of the check-in 

staff her passport and boarding pass. 

She so wasn’t wrong about that. There was definitely something 

about the subliminal lure of Marlon’s eyes, not forgetting his 

mesmerising smile, that drew my immediate attention in the first 

place. 

“Where is it? I could have sworn I packed it,” I whispered, 

unclipping the belt and slapping the pouch on the desk. 

“Packed what Marcia?” Jade asked staring at me as if I was cuckoo. 

“My...my passport,” I gulped. 

After anxiously emptying out the contents, I realised my credit card 

wasn’t in there either.  Oh my days. Suddenly it dawned on me as I 

double checked the compartments in my purse.  

“Uh…uh…You’s lot are gonna muller me but uh…I think I’ve left 

my passport and credit card back in the villa safe,” I rasped, not 

even brave enough to meet the girls’ furious gazes. 

I didn’t think it, I knew it actually. 

 Having spent the best part of this morning fastened to the toilet 

seat, as well as being harassed and rushed along by the Black pint 

sized answer to Adolf Hitler, packing those crucial items totally 

slipped my mind. Oh man.  

“MARCIA!” The girls squealed in unison. 
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Marcia R. Burton’s diary plannerWeek ending 28
th
  

 

September 2008 

  
 

 
 

10.45 am: Contemporary Business 
Issues lecture (note to self…be on 
time!) 
2.30 pm: Business Strategy lecture  
7.30 pm: Shauna’s socaerobics 
class? (urgggggggggghhhhh) 
 

 
 

9.30am: Research materials for 
Finance Fundamentals project, will 
be in uni library all day. Finish 
reading for tomorrow afternoon’s 
lecture. 
7.30pm: Take Ameeka to the cinema? 
(Big sister duties…the joy!) 
 

 

 
 

7.00am: Finish first draft of major 
project proposal.  
2.30pm: Business Economics lecture 
7.30pm: Spinning class? (I must be a 
glutton for punishment) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
9.30am: Go over new client ‘Luxe 
Printers’ risk assessment file with 
Gordon. 
6.30pm: Lunchtime dash to shops to 
pick up bits and pieces for tomorrow 

 
 

(one more day…). 
6.00pm: Hair treatment and press. 
Jade’s booked up so I will ask 
Mumzy Knight to slot me in. 
 

 
 

9.30am: Finish LP policy wordings.  
11.30am: Renew Torpedo’s window 
installation’s ins. policy. 
2.30 pm: Finish LP risk assessment 
report 
*6.45pm: Date with Marlon* 
(WHOOP WHOOP) 

 

 
 

7.30am: Morning jog? (Be lucky!) 
14.30pm: Pick up  trouser suit from 
the dry cleaners 
4.00pm: Background reading for 
Globalisation & Business Information 
Systems 
9.30pm: Going to the Poetry Bar 
with Jo-Jo? 
 

 
 

10.30am: Hollyoaks 
Omnibus/Complete module reading 
for Bus Strat. lecture. 
2.30pm: Dinner at Granny Florences? 
5.30pm: Head out on A406 back to 
Harrow. 
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Chapter 
 

I 
 
 

...Busting that bumper of mine from 9 straight to 5... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friday 26th September 2008. 
Location: Cradle & Partners international 

insurance Brokers. 
6th floor St Bernard’s House, 8 Gracechurch Street, City of 

London EC3V. 
Time: 14:42. 

 
 

Gawping out of the large paned windows adjacent to my cluttered 

desk, I saw that, as per usual, the bustling City of London’s skyline 

was sprayed a lacklustre grey.  

“Oh well, such is life. It’s all good,” I smiled. 

For once, the miserable weather didn’t even bother me in the 

slightest.  

Nope. A pigeon could have crapped all over my freshly pressed hair 

and I still wouldn’t have cared. Ok, well maybe just a tiny bit. Not 

even the heinous crime of almost stepping RIGHT into the mother 

of all whopping dog turds, located RIGHT outside my low rise 

block this morning, couldn’t faze me. No siree. 

“ …CANT W8 2 C U L8A XxX…” Pressing SEND on my dinky little 

Nokia 6500, I joyfully spun around on my chair. 
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 Mmmm he’s over foiiinnnneee. Call me sad like, but I couldn’t help 

staring back at one of his Facebook photo albums for like the 

millionth time that afternoon. 

“Oh hark at her thinking she’s some kinda’ video vixen. Ha! Oooh 

purleaze I don’t think so love,” I muttered. 

Flippantly clicking on to the next image, I continued to bypass the 

odd snap of him posing and hugging up on some of these irrelevant 

girls. For one, I’ve never been the jealous type and two, if things 

kept going the way they were between us, those tasteless photos 

would soon be replaced with classy shots of me instead. It was only 

a matter of hours before I’d be linking him anyway. Taking a deep 

gulp I couldn’t quite explain what was happening, but with a rapid 

amount of saliva quickly building in the crevices of my mouth I 

may as well have been dribbling. How embarrassingly shameful. Real 

talk though. With a skin tone the texture of smooth toffee, mocha 

brown eyes framed by the most ridiculously long black lashes and a 

dazzling white smile fit for any toothpaste advert, Marlon Reid was 

definitely all that and a large portion of fish and chips.  

Put it this way. Marlon effortlessly made the likes of his royal 

buffness Trey Songz and yes even Mr Sexual Chocolate himself, 

Morris Chestnut, look like they’d been licked down with the ugly 

stick. 

“Marcia, yav yaouw printed that stats report yet?” Gordon, my ‘oh 

so beloved’ work colleague grunted. 

My skin prickled with instant irritation. 

“Yes…Gordon,” I droned. 

Alright, alright so I was lying. Kind of. I hadn’t even opened the 

Excel spreadsheet as yet but I was just about to, I promise. Just one 

quick glance at that greasy mop of mousy brown hair pasted to the 

sides of Gordon’s pudgy face was reason enough for me to go home 

on indefinite sick leave. 

“Piss off man,” I hissed under my breath. 

I couldn’t help wishing that the Buddha bellied, King of Mingness 

would just mind his own damn business instead of constantly digging 

that fat nose of his into mine. 

“Talk about inna…” I whispered, releasing a deep sigh heavy with 

frustration.  

 Who does he think he is, knocking me out of my fantasy? Glancing over 

the top of the computer monitor, I suddenly found myself 

fascinated by Gordon.  
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Believe it or not, he had taken to wiping his thick, bottle top glasses 

with the same dingy handkerchief he’d blown his nose into not 

even five minutes ago.  

“Euwww, that’s so butters man,” I scowled, recoiling in disgusted 

horror. 

The phone vibrated on the desk, causing the empty Evian bottle 

near it to topple over.  

 “NEITHER CAN I BABES…WE’RE GONNA HAVE FUN XXXXX” 

“You’re damn right we will,” I quipped, scrolling down Marlon’s 

text. 

Resting my chin in the palm of my left hand, I helplessly drifted 

back off into the beautiful comfort zone that was my daydream. I 

hadn’t been able to stop thinking about Marlon since we met over 

two months ago back in Ayia Napa. Oh my days. I tell you what, 

just one look into those… 

”Marcia. Can-I-yav-that-report- PLOYZ!” Gordon snapped, 

thumping his porky fists on his desk. 

 “Alright, alright keep your hair on,” I retorted. 

 

Some people. Honestly, with Gordon’s facial expression crumpled 

beyond disrepute, the man looked like an unmistakable replica of 

that one eyed Sloth from the classic Goonies movie.  

Producing the loudest (but not too blatantly obvious of course) 

‘you’re- jarring- me Gordon- so -do -one -you- dickhead’ tut I could 

manage, my mouse scrolled across the formula saturated 

spreadsheet and slammed on the print icon.   

“Chillax man, I’m going…”  

“'Oo many times does I yav ter aks? What’s wrong with the wench? 

'Ers always got ter be organisen ‘er social loife duren worken 

hours,” Gordon quietly sniped whilst the richness of his Brummie 

accent skittered in my direction. 

“Bloody cheek...” 

I closed my eyes to escape the hideous blob of glumness that wasn’t 

positioned too far away. How dare he? It was understandable I 

guess. I mean if  I spent my free time collecting Birmingham City 

football club memorabilia, polishing my Star Trek figurines and 

counting the fleas in my smelly cat’s fur, I wouldn’t need to 

organise my social life during work hours either. 
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 “Don’t go there Marcia. Just don’t go there….” I repeated through 

gritted teeth. 

I concentrated stupendously hard on keeping my jaw under 

control. It’s like this. One had to rescue one’s self from another 

sadistic onslaught dished out by the crusty vultures festering away 

in the Human Resources department.  I chose on this occasion to 

calmly count to ten, rather than subject my poor ears to some long 

ting drivel about the company’s precious values and behaviours 

procedure. This option had to be smarter than opening the volatile 

danger zone that was better known as my gob.  

Bolting up out of my chair, I demurely smoothed the skirt part of 

my black pinstripe French Connection dress over my broad hips. 

“Mingrat,” I murmured before waltzing in the direction of the 

printing area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Description of transaction Amount £ 
Eye widening “captivate him under 
your spell” lash extending black 
mascara 

£…Hmmm…. Just a little above your 
‘run of the mill’ price. 

 
Moisturising “Traffic halting”, 
extra shine lip gloss. 
 

£…A stupendously wise investment 
if you ask me. 

Intensive “Oooh girl your hair feels 
so soft” conditioning hair treatment 
and “POW…knock ‘em dead” hot 
comb hair press and trim.  

£… Worth every scalding of the scalp 
you get me! 
 

Ritzy Rupa’s eyebrow (& lip) 
threading 
 

£…Ouch. Oh well…no pain no gain. 

“Bufficilious” open toe, patent black 
shoe boots 

£….Are you sick in the head blood? 
There’s no way I can bait up the price 
man. It’ s sooo not about Ma D 
cussing me from Stratford to 
Oxford Street. Allow that madness! 

 
New Balance: £…The absolutely priceless look on Mr Reid’s choong 

face….. KERRRRCCCCHHHHIIINNNG! 
Terms & Conditions: subject to your swaggerlicious 

status! 
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Thank Gawd it’s Friday! 
 

Where’s the supposed light at the end of this tunnel man? Leafing 

through another chapter of my Strategic Management & Business 

Analysis textbook, I couldn’t concentrate. If I had to hold my breath 

a moment longer, I was liable to passing out. Rubbing my watery 

eyes, I tried to digest small chunks of information but any focus I 

had was preoccupied with my sense of smell. 

 “Phwoooooah! Man needs to bleach his pits fam, he proper tinks’ 

poooooooooh!” screeched some wretch of a tomboy to her friend. 

“Innit doh, talk about renk,” her friend replied louder than 

necessary, whilst pinching her mammoth sized nostrils together.  

It wasn’t even like the jumped-up little ragamuffins were 

exaggerating. The elderly guy seated to our left smelt like he’d been 

living in a sewage tank, bless him. Seemingly oblivious to the 

pollution he was causing, the old man hummed every so often 

whilst exhibiting a toothless grin to the mortified passengers.  

“Thank the lawd my pashmina doubles up as a blimming gas 

mask,” I muttered. 

Just as the train came to a standstill at Holborn station, the doors 

couldn’t open fast enough. In an effort to flee the nauseating fumes, 

passengers on and off the train suddenly found themselves 

embroiled in a rugby-style scrum. 

“Oh my days, it ain’t about losing one of my shoes man. I’ve only 

just bought them!” I yelped, gripping onto some random builder’s 

spirit level for dear life. 

“Please allow passengers off the train before boarding. Mind the 

closing doors. Stand clear of the doors please,” the tubby 

stationmaster announced through his megaphone.  

 “Wow, I didn’t think I was gonna make it then,” I sighed with 

relief whilst practically leaping up the escalators. 

 With just a lilac pashmina covering the shoulders of my ruffled, 

cream blouse and black shift dress, I cantered my way through the 

ticket barriers. After a bloody long afternoon saturated with 

reading a zillion and one policy wordings, analysing one of our 

new client’s countless risk assessments and then having to listen to 

Jade ramble on and on about her how her man Jerome was getting 

on her frigging nerves for close to an hour; I was more than ready to 

get my Friday night swagger on.  
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“Typical, he’s ten minutes late already,” I scowled, tapping my feet 

in frustration. 

Lingering outside the station entrance, my eyes strayed across the 

sparkly Guess watch sitting on my left wrist.  

What’s taking him so long man? My heartbeat was thudding so loud 

it drowned out the alarming noise of the police car sirens whizzing 

up and down High Holborn. It so felt like I had been whipped by a 

sweet case of first date jitters all over again. 

“There he is!” I screeched like a (geeky) school girl a moment later. 

Bubbles of excitement popped and fizzed in my belly.  

“M-8-R-1-0-N…here he comes.”  

 I could recognise that personal number plate a mile off. The 

champagne coloured Mercedes Kompressor drew closer to the 

curb, whilst my poor little ticker literally catapulted into my mouth. 

Here goes. Drawing a deep breath, I fiercely swung my hips and 

strutted in the direction of the car, hoping that (maybe) passers- by 

were watching me (yes Mz. Bumper Queen) in the process. Trust 

me. These childbearing beauties had enough power to make the 

average Joe lose sight of his senses if he wasn’t careful.  

The heady whiff of Marlon’s signature Armani cologne, 

complimented by cocoa butter struck me as soon I sat in the cream 

leather passenger seat. It took only the slightest sniff of that guy’s 

aroma, and spine tingling shudders zipped right through me. 

“Yo. What’s going on Marcia?” 

Marlon reached over and planted a juicy kiss on my lips. Just the 

sheer brush of those succulent things against my skin and my body 

was already slithering into meltdown. 

“Nuf..nuffin much…” I stuttered, before suggestively pressing my 

lips together. 

Style it out Marcia. Style it out. 

“Mmmm you smell proper nice,” Marlon commented before sliding 

the gear stick into first. 

No really…..What kinda’ foolishness is that Mr Reid? You done know that 

me smelling nice is a standard procedure. Besides, I didn’t spray half a 

bottle of Jo Malone in every nook and cranny for no reason you know. 

 “Don’t I always,” I laughed as a sly smile crept across my face. 
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Chapter 

II 
Table for two 

 
 
The huge neon sign hanging above the grandeur entrance throbbed 

as we moseyed through the revolving doors. Greeted by nothing 

but a sea of faces, Aunt Matty Mae’s was heaving with Friday night 

revellers. The modestly sized soul food bar and restaurant, situated 

right in the heart of Leicester Square, was definitely the place to be. 

“Oh my days, it’s well rammed in ‘ere,” I couldn’t help gasping in 

amazement. 

 “Yeah, it usually is on a Friday,” Marlon said, flicking through the 

wad of crisp twenty pound notes in his wallet. 

“Cool, well as long as we can eat cos I’m famished mate,” I giggled, 

soaking up the lively atmosphere. 

Considering I’d only eaten a bowl of porridge and half of a stale 

tuna sandwich that day, it was no wonder my stomach probably 

thought my throat had been slashed. Without any warning, Marlon 

tenderly pulled me into his six foot three frame with my head just 

about meeting his broad shoulders. 

“Have you missed me?” he whispered into my ears. 

More than you’ll ever know Marlon. 

“Just a little I guess,” I coolly smiled trying to suppress the swell of 

butterflies fluttering around in my tummy.  

“Seen it’s like that is it?” Marlon laughed, raising his eyebrows. 

How can I not be total awe of that deep dimpled cheeked smile of his? 

“Maybe,” I replied, fingering the lapels on his charcoal grey Hugo 

Boss suit. 

“Well I’ve missed you,” Marlon mouthed before kissing me on the 

cheek.  

 “Hmmm if you say so,” I quipped. 

“I do actually rude girl. How about a drink?” 

“I wouldn’t mind one thanks.”  

Loosening his embrace, Marlon turned around and strolled towards 

the thirsty mob swarming the NFL themed bar. 
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 “Mmmmm,” I gulped, trying to etch out his little buns of steel 

stupidly hidden by the blazer. 

“Marcia! What you drinking?” Marlon shouted over his shoulder. 

“A-Ahem…JD and coke please...” I stammered. 

 “You’ve got a message, you’ve got a message!” my (pretty annoying) 

phone text tone sung from the inside of my electric purple clutch 

purse.  

“OI OI MZ. BQ!  

U ALRITE?  

JUST TO REMIND U BOUT THE RAVE NX FRI. 

THE VIP TICKETS CAME 2D OFFICE 2DAY. 

 RU UP4IT?  

J&S R STILL ON IT. 

 HAVE A GUD TIME 2NITE WIV MARLON & DON’T 4GET 2 

PRACTICE THE C.L.O.A!!! 

 LV JO-JO XXX” 

Oh yeah! The rave in Old Street. With work being so hectic today, it 

was the last thing on my mind. 

 “I’ll call her tomorrow,” I mumbled, watching Marlon walk back 

some minutes later. 

I couldn’t help checking out his fresh fade hair cut and those oh so 

smart black lace-up, pointed toe shoes. 

“Very slick indeed,” I concluded, taking one of the low ball glasses 

from his hands. 

 

Two hours, a large portion of sticky barbeque chicken wings, four 

(small of course) helpings of corn bread, and a few JD and cokes 

later, Marlon and I were catching jokes over a candlelit table. 

Usually I could hold my drink but tonight? Boy oh boy, it really felt 

like the alcohol had gone straight to my head. 

“This is my chooonneee…” I hiccupped. 

The in-house soul singer, who bore a striking resemblance to RnB 

crooner Brian McKnight, had started singing a cappella version of 

Anthony Hamilton’s Southern Stuff.  

“Really now….Do you want me to sing to you?” Marlon asked with 

those pretty brown eyes of his penetrating mine. 

Talk about hypnotising.  

“Sing to me? No thanks love,” I shyly laughed, fixating my eyes 

down on the red and white gingham table cloth. 
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Phuck me. Make lurve to me. Yes PURLEAZE. Oh my days. It’s no lie 

man. Marlon was the kind of sexy that would have most red-

blooded females (yes, even those stush ones who would try and 

deny it) dropping their undies at any given opportunity. I 

helplessly gawked at Marlon as he had now begun sucking on his 

bottom lip. Other than the odd little lock of the lips (ok tongues as 

well) and the cheeky fondle of my lady lumps here and there since 

we’d started seeing each other, nothing else had happened. It was 

plain and simple. I fancied Marlon sooooo much.  

“For friggs sake….Not again,” I muttered, hearing that all too 

familiar noise once more. 

 For about the fiftieth time that night, Marlon’s blimming mobile 

had started to ring. If it wasn’t ringing, it was bloody bleeping with 

texts! 

“Just switch the blasted thing off, this is our time now!” I wanted to 

scream. 

 To be honest, of all the dates I’d been out with Marlon on, his 

phone had never blown up so much. 

“Sorry,” Marlon said tossing the iPhone back into the inside pocket 

of his blazer. 

“Someones’s popular….Some girl must really want you innit?” I 

joked. 

No seriously. I couldn’t help wondering. What silly cow couldn’t take 

no for a frigging answer? I tell you what. IF there was another girl out 

there trying to muscle in on my scene, somebody was about to get hurt. 

“I told you nuff times before innit b. I ain’t got no girl at the 

moment. Me and my last ex broke up back in February.”  

Fair do’s, I guess. Besides, even his Facebook profile confirmed that 

he was ‘single’. 

Oh well. One lady’s rubbish is the next chick’s gold, you get me.  

“OK it’s cool Marlon. It ain’t like we’re a couple or 

anything…geez,” I said, trying to ease the sudden tension. 

“Yeah but we could be,” Marlon replied. 

“Ooooaakkaaaay now that was a bit random.”  

A nervous laugh fled my lips. Sorry. But was this man deliberately 

trying to blow my mind or something? OK so at this moment 

Marlon was most certainly everything I could ever dream of in a 

guy.  Handsome. Sensitive. Great career prospects with the salary 

to match.  
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Oooh I didn’t tell you he was a rail track engineer did I? Marlon also 

swore on his life that there were no hidden offspring or bitter baby 

mothers. And I couldn’t forget the most crucial-if-not-splendid-

thing about the amazing Mr Reid: he made me smile. Oh my days, 

it was more than fair to say it had been a little while since any guy 

had the ability to do that. I still couldn’t be sure just yet though. 

After all, I hadn’t quite finished testing the Certified Laws of 

Attraction: the real deal. 

“Where’s the air conditioning in this place?” I mumbled, wafting 

the dessert menu towards my face. 

 Leaning forward, Marlon cupped my hands before gently weaving 

his fingers through mine. 

 “You know I like you a lot Marcia.” 

Oh no. The tender squeeze of my hands.  

“I know….I like me too,” I winked. 

Come on Marcia, you’re not even a week away from hitting your target.  

Following the advice given by Johanna, in order to verify and 

confirm the Certified Laws of Attraction I was to abstain from any 

kind of sexual relations with Marlon for a minimum of two months 

and fifteen days.  

It’s been two months and nine days already…. gawd dammit! I couldn’t 

help feeling disgruntled. Not that I’d been counting the days or 

anything and...well anyone with half a brain cell knew that there 

wasn’t always a lot to be gained by giving your goodies up quicker 

than you could say supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. However it 

wasn’t like I’d just met Marlon. Considering I’d been celibate for 

well over a year by now, Mr Reid’s supernatural buffness didn’t 

exactly help my hormone drenched plight either!  Besides how 

could I even be sure that the Certified Laws of Attraction mumbo 

jumble wasn’t just a bunch of wishy washy bull shizzle anyway?  

Having reviewed Doctor Fitch’s podcast for her own weekly radio 

show, Johanna, and apparently oodles of her female listeners were 

swearing by this relationship guru’s podcast. According to my best 

friend, it was topping the download charts so I thought it was 

worth a try. I couldn’t lie though, this whole certified laws thingy 

was starting to prove even harder to stick to then one of them 

slimming club plans man. 

“So what do you think?” Marlon asked stroking the centre of my 

clammy palms. 
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The dim candle light rebounded against the small white gold stud 

in his right earlobe. 

“Uhhhh, well let’s just-” 

Any last chances I had of diffusing his alluring offer flew straight 

out of the window.  

Oh my days, what you doing. This so isn’t apart of the plan! Reaching 

across the table Marlon gently caressed my lips with his. 
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Chapter 

III 
 

Oooooh I say!  
 

Friday 26th September 2008. 
Location: Marlon’s plush waterside apartment, Dockland’s 

Court, Limehouse Docklands E14. 
Time: 23.32. 

 
 

Hmmmm. So purleaze don’t even ask me how or even why, okay! 

Personally I blame the endless supply of JDs and that over sexy suit, but 

here I was chillaxing on Marlon’s black suede and leather settee at 

his bachelor pad. 

“Comfortable are we?” Marlon laughed, before lodging a kiss on 

my forehead.  

“I am indeed,” I sighed, wrapping my arms around his neck.  

Resting his body weight opn top of mine, I had most definitely 

arrived in chocolate heaven. 

“You feel so good,” Marlon murmured before kissing my 

collarbone. 

Oh my days Marcia, he’s soooo buff. My fingers lazily trailed up and 

down Marlon’s lower back. Caught up in an entanglement of lusty 

limbs, I could feel something throbbing against my thighs. And 

no...it certainly wasn’t just Marlon’s (somewhat voluptuous can I add) 

stiff ebony wand. It’s that blasted thing again! Pulling the phone out 

of his trouser pocket, Marlon’s eyes swiftly roamed across the 

rectangular touch screen. I swear that thing’s tryna mash the vibes up 

man. Talk about a passion killer.  I was starting to feel ever so slightly 

PISSED OFF with the constant interruptions. 

“Your phone’s been going off all night Marlon…Can you switch it 

off now pweety please?” I purred like a (sexy) little kitten, whilst 

profusely fluttering my mascara preened lashes.  

I pressed on with my campaign to entice Marlon back into showing 

ME attention by running my fingertips along the outline of his lips. 
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“Errr yeah, yeah…sorry b,” Marlon replied, seeming a little 

distracted. 

“It’s just one of my cousins from the States. He’s calling to see what 

time I’m gonna pick him up from the airport next week. It’s cool 

though, I’ll bell him tomorrow…Right now we got some business 

to attend to,” 

Damn right his cousin can wait. After all, we had some serious boots 

to knock. Flipping the OFF switch located at the side, Marlon 

placed the phone on his black leather and glass coffee table. 

“Oh my days. About time.” I giggled, recommencing with what 

we’d just started.  

I’m sure at least twenty minutes of exchanging intense hugs with 

lingering kisses, must have surpassed us before we came up for air. 

The sweet melodic sounds of reggae singer Gyptian, talking about 

how he’d met this beautiful lady, had now filled the modern yet 

understated decorated living room. Words escaped me as Marlon 

began to slide his warm hands under my shirt.  Powerless. 

Weakened by his sexy flesh. You name it. This guy was slowly 

sapping all of my willpower. 

“Oh shhhheeeeettttt,” Marlon quietly moaned in between delicately 

sucking on my earlobe.  

“Wow…someone works out hardcore,” I whispered tracing 

Marlon’s concrete abs through his partially opened shirt.  

Rubbing his solid hands up and down my fishnetted thighs, he’d 

managed to hitch my dress up in the process. Our entwined 

tongues hungrily searched inside each others’ mouths. 

“Oh damn,” I groaned as Marlon nuzzled his face into my neck. 

You know I can’t lie. 

 With all that wriggling around and grinding on top of me, the guy 

was beginning to feel almost as tasty as gorging on a whole tub of 

Ben and Jerry’s to myself. 

I said almost!  

“Hmmmm...” 

Marlon’s warm fingers curiously probed at the lining of my La 

Senza French knickers. Woooooooh I feel hot like fire.  The way he was 

tenderly sucking on my bottom lip, I was starting think I had no 

other choice but to succumb to Mr Reid’s wicked ways. 

“Hmmm…Two months. Nine days. That’s close enough man, 

innit?” I deliberated. 
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By this point Marlon had skilfully unclipped my bra strap with just 

the one hand.   

“Oh boy…Game over.” 

Just like the large lion tattoo covering most of Marlon’s right 

pectoral, I was more than ready to roar the blinking place down. 

The next thing I knew, we may as well have been participating in 

one of those wildlife documentaries. No really I promise. Not a 

second was wasted as we literally tore the clothes off of each other’s 

bodies. Ooooh yeah… Mz. Bumper Queen was now officially out and 

ready to play. Now, I’m going to move very swiftly through the next 

part but let’s just say I didn’t quite finish testing the Certified Laws of 

Attraction. Come on now, I was close enough though wasn’t I?  

One could also say that I very much enjoyed taking the role of cow 

girl to another level. 

 Oh yes. You know me. It’s not really my style to reveal that kind of 

information but let’s just say, I kept riding rodeo style until both 

persons (I mean Marlon and I…duh) involved, buckarooed the place 

down.  

Yes, yes before you enquire, tipsy or not, it’s a standard (and totally 

non-negotiable) procedure of Mz. Bumper Queen’s to practise safe 

D.U.R.E.X. sex all the way.  

OH-MY-DAYS BEFORE I FORGET. 

By the time we’d taken it to the jungle and back, Marlon’s shizzle 

had me conked out and snoozing like a bear in winter. Now that’s 

what I call a most satisfying end to a hard week of work and 

university.  
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The Whimsical Adventures of  
MZ. B.Q & the Mega Power Chicks! 

    
*The magic lip gloss* 

 
 

Honestly man, these random predicaments were starting to become 

a regular occurrence these days. This time I felt higher than any 

altitude an aeroplane could reach. Close to the white fluffy clouds. 

Adrift in the watery blue skies and possibly a stone’s throw away 

from the pearly gates of heaven. I couldn’t pin point it. Floating out 

there somewhere in the milkyway and yes, definitely far away from 

the boring constrictions of reality.  

 “GO FORTH MZ B.Q. FOR IT IS YOU WHO NEEDS TO 

COMPLETE THIS OPERATION.”  

The frightfully deep bass of his faceless voice rebounded against 

the echoing building.  

Where the heck am I? Scratching the centre of my wild afro, I had no 

time to question my current location. 

“It’ll be safe there,” I told myself, whilst thinking of my next move. 

Slipping my hand inside my shiny Lycra ‘Super M’ top, I hastily 

tucked the crystal cased lip gloss into my gravity defying bra.  

Time was slipping away. 

“Now for my next mission,” I gulped. 

A thick coat of eerie darkness blanketed the once bright sky. Bats 

the size of cats callously flew around me, whilst all I could hear was 

the howling cries of hungry wolves in the distance. I needed to get 

across that swamp filled moat.  

“Whoever said heels were impractical needs to think again blood,” 

I grinned. 

Instinctively taking off my left stiletto, I yanked off the heel and a 

white parachute flew out. Clipping the belt around my curvy waist, 

and holding on to the thick canvas strings for dear life, I was 

propelled across the moat and landed in the nearby overgrown 

forest. 

“Where is he, where is he?” 

Panic struck through me. This was no time to be stranded. 

“NAyyyyyyyy” I heard him holler.    

I skipped over fallen tree trunks and leapt through the wiry meshes 

of black roses entwined with spidery weed.  
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Adrenalin surged through every vein in my body. Taking a huge 

running jump across the charred wood filled ditch, I hopped on to 

the horse’s back.  I could have sworn I heard a deflated whimper.  

“I ain’t that chunky am I?” I asked myself before pulling on the 

reigns. 

In literally one blur of a second we found ourselves riding up into 

some quiet town. Crickets croaked away, whilst fireflies acted as 

guides lighting up the sky. 

“Oh boooay. Wooooah. Woooooooooooah there!” I screamed 

before being chucked from the saddle on to the gritty ground. 

Don’t ask me why, but for some strange reason my accent had 

suddenly adopted an American Deep South twang. 

“Ouccch,” I sulked, dusting off my fuchsia pink leather chaps. 

Trudging through the sleepy town stuck probably somewhere out 

in the middle of Texas, my worn heels knocked against each other 

every so often. The air was so dry it had pretty much scorched what 

little saliva I had left in my mouth. Two large human sized balls of 

tumbleweed rolled past me and my disobedient fool of a horse, 

Trigger. 

“Donchoo’ start misbehaving now,” I warned, looking him square 

in his big shiny black eyes. 

Jolting back and shuddering, I could tell Trigger knew I meant 

business.  

“I’m glad we have an understanding.”  

 Patting the big oaf on its belly, I goaded him towards the centre of 

this deserted place. This operation was a matter of life and death. 

Those jeans were like beyond essential if I wanted to continue my 

reign as monarch. From what I could make out, since being 

kidnapped by some evil baddie a couple of days ago, I also needed 

to rescue the other mega power chicks too. I didn’t dare wonder 

what would happen to them if I didn’t.  

 “A-ha,” I beamed, striding in the direction of Mary Jane’s saloon 

bar. 

Tying Trigger to the dust covered water fountain in the centre of 

town, I immediately looked back over my shoulder.  

 There it was. The huge smouldering blaze was spitting an array of 

red, orange and amber hues high into the sky.  

Gently frisking my ample bosoms, I double-checked to see that the 

lip gloss was still in tact. 
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Woooooooow. Memorized by its majestic intensity, I felt instantly 

drawn to the fire’s radiant glow. 

“Here goes,” I sighed as my heart rate sped up at a rate of knots.   

 “BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!”  

“Oh my days what’s that?” I yelped. 

Feeling extremely startled, I quickly opened one eye after the other 

in a confused daze.  

“Get up, stand up.  Stand up for your rights…” my phone alarm 

chanted. 

“Eurrrggghhh five forty man.” 

 Slamming the snooze button, I burrowed my head back under the 

warm covers. 

What a bizarre dream. That’s gotta be like the fourth one I’ve had this 

month already. 

 “Hmmm maybe they’re trying to tell me something…errm nah, I 

doubt it. I mean what about all those dreams I had of marrying 

Thierry Henry? Psssh I’m still waiting for that to materialise. Oh 

my days. Imagine if I was a superhero though…dayum,” I mused, 

rubbing the dried sleep from the inner corners of my eyes.  

Sitting up and stretching my arms above my head, a strangled 

yawn escaped my lips.  Jaheeeeeeeeeeze. It was impossible to refrain 

from grimacing. The tardy taste of last night’s chicken vindaloo 

along with the countless pieces of naan bread I ate was still 

festering in the pit of my mouth.  

“That’ll teach me to brush my teeth before I sleep,” I grumbled. 

The rude awakening of my morning breath, combined with one of 

Bob Marley’s liberating songs playing on the phone alarm, was 

enough to spring me into action. 

 “Back to reality. Time to hit those books Marcia.” 

Exhaling noisily, I pushed my feet into some fluffy pink bear paw 

slippers. 

“Awwww Marlon’s soo sweet,” I cooed, staring across at the 

extravagant bunch of canary yellow and ruby red roses perched on 

my windowsill.  

Just thinking about him immediately erased the gloomy task of 

having to leave my comfy bed at stupid o’clock in the morning. 

“Boy that’s one reality, far sweeter than any fantasy or dream I can 

have…you get me.” I murmured as a lopsided grin unfolded across 

my drowsy face. 
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Chapter 
 

IV 
 

 
……Baby boy you stay on my mind,  

Fulfil my fantasies, 
I think about you all the time,  
I see you in my dreams…… 

Baby Boy – Beyonce Knowles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monday 29th September 2008. 
Location: Some residential road near the University of 

Westminster: Harrow Business School, Harrow, Middlesex 
HA2. 

Time: 10:34 AM. 
 
“Fuck you!” she yelled. 

“Not if I fuck you first sunshine,” I shrieked in retaliation, 

switching off the car’s engine.  

She looked so pissed. Poor thing. But then again I would’ve been as 

well, had I been born with a totally busted up mug like that. OK hold it 

down. There’s honestly no need to go getting your undies in a twist 

hollering, this girl thinks she too damn hot. I certainly ain’t claiming to 

be the buffest thing on the swaggerific roads of London but come 

on now, the (very RARE…of course!) rough skin on the soles of my 

feet had seen better days than that hardback piece of face.  

“U-G-L-Y. Damn bitch you ain’t got no alibi!” I hooted (not loud 

enough for her to hear though). 

Honestly some people. Okay, so it wasn’t very lady like to be yelling 

such obscenities in public places but still... I mean it wasn’t my fault 

I clocked the spot before Miss Horsey Face did.  
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Finding a car parking space near the university campus was like 

trying to find a needle in a bloody haystack at the best of times, and 

today was certainly no exception. 

“Sorry 'bout that Jo-Jo. Just some random stoopid cow trying it. 

Someone needs to call the RSPCA on her man so they can remove 

all that chaka-chaka road kill stitched into her head. Now that’s 

some serious animal cruelty right there,” I sighed whilst checking 

my reflection in the rear view mirror. 

“You’re a proper joker BQ,” Johanna chuckled.  

“So…You sure you’re on it? Are you sure you’ll be able to prize 

yourself away from Marlon’s sexy wexy lips?” Johanna teased. 

Don’t get me wrong. I really, really liked Marlon. Okay. No. That 

was a slight understatement. The man had me feening. However, I 

was still yet to see the day (ironically the same day when hell 

freezes over) when any man would come before my insatiable love 

of raving with the girls. Oh hell to the nah!  

“Jo-Jo you done know already the answer to that one gurlfren’,” I 

replied balancing the mobile between my ear and shoulder. 

“Where’s my bloody glasses case?” 

This was the blinking thing about owning one of those trendy 

oversized shopper bags man. You could never find anything in 

them! At least they came in handy on days like this when I had my 

heavy text books and all.  

“Besides, this Ayia Napa Reunion fancy dress party sounds like 

jokes,” I added. 

“Yeah man, it’s gonna be massive.  It’s a Live Vibes flex innit. 

Frisky Shotta, Sniper T, that Deejay Zoom Blast from Ratings FM, 

Lady Magnum, Silver D…The whole lot of them are gonna be 

there.”  

Wow, talk about the sheer beauty (and advantage) of having an 

award winning entertainment journalist as a best friend. It was fair 

to say Johanna had connections to pretty much every event 

happening in London, if not the UK and beyond.  

“Cool, cool. So what are we going dressed as?” I enquired. 

Yes! I’d finally managed to find my glasses case. It wasn’t in my 

bag at all. I’d put it in the glove compartment. Marcia you doughnut. 

Removing the cherry red thick rimmed glasses from my face, I 

placed them back in their black Prada case.   
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“Considering it has to be music celebrity themed, I was thinking 

seventies and eighties soul stars,” Johanna said. 

“Interesting…do go on Jo-Jo” I said, turning down the car radio.  

“Well me, I’m gonna be Miss Houston before crack…” 

“Oookaaayy...” 

“You….Gloria Gayner..” 

“Gloria Gaynor? Okay…I guess I’ll survive,” I laughed. 

“Marcia, allow it man…That was soooo dry,” Johanna snorted. 

“What? You mean as dry as your foot bottom?”  

“Nah man. As dry as ya’ll crusty ass lips biatch,’” Johanna 

squeaked in a mock New Yoik accent. 

“Alright, alright Miss Frempong, calm it love…What about Shauna 

and Jade?” 

“Okay, well Shauna can be Chaka Khan in her lycra days, and Jade 

of course….” 

“A light skinned Michael Jackson,” Johanna and I sang in unison. 

For as long as I could remember, even back to the days of building 

castles together in the nursery sand pit, Jade had always idolised 

the ground the king of pop moonwalked on. 

“It’s all about Friday Jo-Jo, all about Frrrrrrriiiiddday.” Jerking the 

keys out of the car ignition, my mind swiftly flicked through a 

catalogue of potential outfits to wear on the big night.  
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Cradle & Partners international 

insurance Brokers 

 
SENT: Friday 03 October 2008 10:29AM 
 
FROM: ‘Bimpe P Oyeleke’ 
 
TO:  ‘Marcia R Burton’ 
  
RE: Miami 2009? 
_________________________________________________ 

Hey M, 
 
YAAAAYYYYY we’re going to Miami…Well once the flights and hotels 
are booked but don’t worry about those minor details, I’ll sort it out 
over the weekend. And there’s no need to fret baby girl, we’ll only be 
dining at the finest eating establishments. We can’t have our little 
Marcia getting an upset tummy again can we LOL. 
 
I’m still getting over what you said about your Ayia Napa holiday 
LMAO. Awww you poor thing, it must’ve been so damn dry having to 
wait by yourself at the airport for nearly 20 hrs. I’m guessing you 
spent at least half the time in the toilet LOL. It weren’t all bad though 
was it? I mean it’s just as well that Stavros was able to take you back 
to the villa to pick up your passport.  

Trust me, you won’t be having any of that drama on our holiday…I 

know we’ve got like another six months to go but I’M SO EXCITED! 
 
How’s love’s young dream going? I hope this Marlon’s still treating 
you like the Queen you are, I mean after some of the issues (that’s a 
polite way of putting it) you’ve had with guys over the last few years, 
you deserve a good’un.  
 
Talking of blasts from the past LOL, whatever happened to that 
Jamaican guy, you know that one nicknamed King? Apparently he 
used to say ‘capiche’ at the end of every sentence or something like 
that? Did you ever hear from him again? My word that was definitely 
was a situation and a half LMAO! 
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Well M, I’ve gotta jet now. The ice maiden’s stalking me. If she 
demands one more thing, I’m gonna grab her by those sideburns and 
chuck her through the window. Do you wanna be my accomplice 
(nudge, nudge, wink, wink)? 
 
Have a wicked time partying tonight my darling. Don’t skank too hard 
and yep, yep I’m up for lunch Monday, my treat :-) 
 

Mwah 

x B x 

BIMPE P OYLEKE, LLB, M.Inst.Pa. 
PARALEGAL ASSOCIATE 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT 
Main Line: 0207 333 0000 
Direct Line: 0207 333 0223. Direct Fax: 0207 333 0224.   
E-mail: BimpePOyeleke@cradleandpartners.com 
   
Cradle & Partners - the leading international 

insurance broking firm that caters for your every need. 

OFFICES: Zurich, Switzerland. Frankfurt, Germany. London, United Kingdom. Manchester, United 
Kingdom. Sydney, Australia. Deira, Dubai. Hong Kong, China. Tokyo, Japan. San Francisco, 
California USA. New York, USA. Chicago, Illinois USA. Ontario, Canada. Vancouver, Canada. 
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Cradle & Partners international 

insurance Brokers 
 
SENT: Friday 03 October 2008 15:35 
 
FROM: ‘Marcia R Burton’ 
 
TO:  ‘Bimpe P Oyeleke’  
 
RE: Miami 2009? 
_________________________________________________ 

Aloha Bimpe, 
 
I hope you’re cool and the gang! 
 
Sorry about my ultra slow response hon. Work has been soooo 
manic. I’ve just finished arranging insurance cover for three client 
cases. It’s taken forever man but at least I can tick it off my checklist 
now. I’ve still gotta finish that 2000 word draft proposal for my final 
university project. No rest for the wicked ahy LOL. 
  
MIAMI, BRING IT ON BABY! I wanna go now. I’ve already packed my 
takini you know. There’s nooooooo way Miami’s gonna be a repeat of 
the bloody Ayia Napa holiday. Talk about a TOTAL nightmare! 
 Yeah it’s a shame the girls deserted me but I had no choice but to 
wait for the next flight. After all, I didn’t want to be responsible for 

fudging up their plans. Jade would never have let me hear the end of 
it.  It wouldn’t have been so bad if Stavros’ stupid van didn’t break 
down on the way back to the villa. Three hours in 104F weather we 
were stranded, until the recovery truck came and picked us up!!!! I 
honestly thought I was gonna have to go and take a shizzle in the 
bushes you know but thankfully there was nothing left inside me by 
then. As for that Stavros, I still can’t believe the furry git had the 
cheek to try and charge me four times the original cab fare (probably 
worth more than the cost of his van). Oh well when all’s said and 
done, at least I got to meet the world’s sweetest guy (yeah, yeah I’m 
full of mush…queue the sick bucket LOL).   
 
 I haven’t spoken to Marlon since the weekend you know (he’s on 
night shifts this week) but the last time I saw him he suggested 
taking a short break to Barcelona early next year. I can’t lie, I’m 
proper starting to feel him, and well, judging by what he was saying 
last Friday, I think he feels the same way too but I guess we’ll see 
what happens.  
 
Guess what? Just when I thought Marlon couldn’t get any sweeter, 
he made me a banging CD of old skool slow jams and bought me a 
massive bottle of Prada perfume last week. He definitely knows the 
way to this girl’s heart is by adding to her perfume collection, bless 
him  
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Oh my days, you had to go there didn’t you LOL. Kingsley otherwise 
known as good old ‘King’ Chinn….Oh please don’t remind me about 
Jamaica’s answer to Don Corleone ….Hmmm yeah the jury’s still 
out on that one. I think it’s highly unlikely I’ll ever hear from that twat 
again (I don’t want to either…CAPICHE!). OK, I admit I 
singlehandedly took the whole diary of a ‘psycho’ black chick to 
some next level (shaaammeeeee) but it wasn’t all my doing. Talk 
about a drama LOL, I cringe just thinking about it WOW! It’s a miracle 
I’m not sleeping with the fishes right about now.  Anyways, that fool 
can caaaaaaapeeeeeeesh my big toe. I always did (still do I guess) 
have a little weakness for Jamrock men, but the future’s all about my 
British love god now ha ha. You’re too right hon, love hasn’t exactly 
been the kindest to me for a good while now, especially since 
Andeano. I deserve a break.  I never thought I’d say this but Marlon 
seriously has me thinking about being someone’s wifey again…it’s 
mad innit LOL.   
 
OK here’s the deal. I’ll sort the ice maiden out, so long as you 
promise to happy slap Gordon from here into 2012 for me. 
 
 
 
 
 

I hope you have a fun weekend painting the flat and we’ll deffo do 
lunch on Monday and catch up properly.  
 
After the busy week I’ve had, I can’t wait to get my skank on at this 
reunion rave...! 
 
See you next week XXXXXXX 

MARCIA R. BURTON, CII. 
ACCOUNT HANDLER 
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE RISKS 
Main Line: 0207 333 0000 
Direct Line: 0207 333 0145. Direct Fax: 0207 333 0146.   
E-mail: MarciaRBurton@cradleandpartners.com 
  

Cradle & Partners - the leading international 

insurance broking firm that caters for your every need. 

OFFICES: Zurich, Switzerland. Frankfurt, Germany. London, United Kingdom. Manchester, United 
Kingdom. Sydney, Australia. Deira, Dubai. Hong Kong, China. Tokyo, Japan. San Francisco, 
California USA. New York, USA. Chicago, Illinois USA. Ontario, Canada. Vancouver, Canada. 
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Part Two…… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For the 
Lurve of  

RAVING 
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Chapter 
V 

Me and my girls are goin’ out tonight (OWW!!), 
Me and my girls are goin’ out tonight (yep), 
Me and my girls are goin’ out tonight (haha) 

Goin' out - Faith Evans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friday 3rd October 2008. 
Location: Shauna’s flat, Mabley Street Homerton,  

Hackney E1. 
Time: 22.13. 

 
 

“Oh my days she’s gonna freak out. Jade you can’t just cover it,” I 

gasped. 

“Sod that for a laugh. It aint about being in the doghouse tonight, 

no way bruv,” Jade whispered. 

“I’ll come back tomorrow and confess I promise.” 

 Jade shifted the lavender cushion over the big red smudge on the 

pastel pink sofa bed. 

“The ketchup will have dried in by then,” Johanna said in a hushed 

tone. 

“Don’t worry,” Jade mouthed. 

“She’s coming,” I hissed. 

The sound of Shauna’s flip-flops slapping against the bottom of her 

feet drew closer to the bedroom. 

“How was the KFC?” Shauna asked, handing each of us an 

antibacterial hand wipe. 
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Okay, so it’s no secret that I’m a bit on the anal side when it comes 

to hygiene but honestly, Shauna fly kicked me right off the O.C.D. 

Richter scale. I was surprised that she even let us eat our takeaway 

in her bedroom. I couldn’t help feeling though that when she finally 

discovered the masshusive stain caused by Jade’s zinger burger, 

Shauna was going to seriously regret that decision.  

“Your phone’s beeping Marcia,” Johanna said, tossing the Nokia 

my way.  

“SORRY BABES ABOUT MY SLOW RESPONSE. HOW R U? 

XXXX” 

Hang on…Just one minute! I could have sworn I text Marlon like 

two bloody days ago and he’s just replying to me now?  

“Oh well. If he can take his sweet time, so can I man,” I sighed, 

flinging my phone onto Shauna’s cushion clad double bed. 

“How did you do that?” Johanna asked gawping at Jade as she 

adjusted her collar length jheri curl wig.   

 “Oh, I just used this hair texturiser I found at the salon. It’s the 

stuff we usually use on the older clientele’s hair. You know the ones 

who still think its nineteen eighty eight and not two thousand and 

eight,” Jade said raising her eyebrows. 

Admiring her handy work in Shauna’s large wardrobe mirror, Jade 

dusted the shoulders of her black military style jacket. With great 

precision, she carefully slipped a white sequinned glove onto her 

left hand. 

“Very creative,” Johanna laughed. 

 “Aaah. There you are. The finishing touch…Perfect,” Jade cooed in 

a self praising tone. 

With a look of deep concentration on her beautiful heart shaped 

face, Johanna made sure she tied the big bow on her yellow head 

band to the side without it interfering with her wig. 

“Marcia, let’s see your dress,” Shauna asked, pushing a stray 

dreadlock into her wig cap. 

The tulip cut, leopard print number I was wearing was so frigging 

uncomfortable. Whilst I’d lost a fair bit of weight over the last year 

or so, one thing that never seemed to vanish was my boobies or 

bottom. 

“Woop, woop, Miss hotty hotty,” Shauna laughed. 

“Thanks hon.” An uncomfortable smile emerged on my face. 

I certainly don’t feel hot. The left leg of my fishnet stockings wouldn’t 

stop rolling down.  
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And as if that wasn’t irritating enough, my knockers were refusing 

to stay put in the balconette push up bra I was wearing. 

 “Check out Marcia’s back off doh. You could rest a dinner set on 

that thing,” Jade let out a raspy chuckle. 

“Talk about teefing all da’ butt meat man,” she continued. 

“Yeah, yeah keep talking Miss Flat Batty Crusader. Don’t hate 

minger.” I poked my tongue out in Jade’s direction. 

 “If you say so Mizzzzzz Bumper Queen,” she winked. 

Ouuucccchhh, this is soooo annnnoyyyyiiinng. My poor head felt like it 

had been set on fire. We hadn’t even left for the club yet and the 

blasted afro wig I was wearing was already driving me barmy. I 

guess this was one of the drawbacks in being the ecstatic owner of 

an oblong yet somewhat round shaped cranium. It didn’t help that 

the wig cap itself was literally cutting off the blood circulation to 

the rest of my body. Talk about tight! Trying to remain as aristocratic 

(another word for posh apparently) as possible, I attempted to 

assault the itch located in the centre of my head. 

“Who wants another drink?” Johanna enquired, holding up the half 

empty bottle of cava rosé.  

“Not for me thanks.” Shauna said, tying a knot at the waist of her 

oversized hot pink t-shirt. 

Sticking our wine glasses up the air, Johanna topped up our drinks. 

We’d already drunk nearly two bottles of wine between 

us…everyone but goody two shoes Shauna. Maybe it was the sensible 

school teacher in her, but Miss Shauna Bogle never really liked to 

drink. It was just as well really, considering she’d drawn the short 

straw as tonight’s designated driver. 

“I’ll be back in a mo. Gonna see if those leggings are dry yet,” 

Shauna said before disappearing into her kitchen.  

“So tell me girlies…Do I look fierce or do I look fierce?” I asked, 

carefully sliding my gold and black sequinned eye mask on. 

“Fierce bebe,” Jade replied before emitting a quiet burp. 

“Rooooaaarrr!” I growled, pretending to claw Johanna’s face. 

“Ooohhh yeah tiger, tiger baby,” Johanna giggled. 

Spritzing a generous amount of Angel (the quintessential raving 

perfume can I add) to my neck, chest and wrists, the finishing touch 

to my outfit had been applied. 

“What you tryna do, choke me?” Johanna coughed whilst fanning 

her face. 
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“Give it here girly.”  

Snatching the star shaped bottle out of my hand, Johanna sprayed a 

healthy dose of the overly lush fragrance on herself also.  

“BIG TUNE!” Jade exclaimed, before swinging her arms and 

clicking her fingers in time to the beat. 

Turning up Shauna’s stereo, we let the popular synthesized voice 

tones of T-Pain’s Buy you a Drank thump through Shauna’s cosily 

small bedroom. 

“PLEASE DONT DRINK ANYMORE GUYS!” Shauna shouted 

from the kitchen. 

“WE WONT!” we shouted back in unison. 

“Who’s for another glass?” Jade whispered with a mischievous 

smile on her face. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Date: Saturday 4th October 2008. 
Location: Some back street near The Candy Moon Club, Old 

Street, City of London EC1V. 
Time: 12:15 AM. 

 
 
Considering Shauna’s flat was in Homerton, it took us no time at all 

to reach Old Street. 

“JEROME, I’M NOT IN THE MOOD TO ARGUE. STOP PISSING 

ME OFF!” Jade shouted before stuffing her pink Blackberry pearl into 

her small tote bag. 

“Ooops…Someone got told,” Johanna muttered from the front 

passenger seat. 

“Marcia, stay single. It’s easier, trust me.” Jade huffed. 

“Really?”  

I was pretty certain that whenever Marlon and I were officially 

‘official’, there wasn’t a cat in hell’s chance we’d be cussing each 

other out half as much as Jade and Jerome did. 

 “Yes really.  I tell you what, you WAIT till I get ‘ome. That Jerome 

had better be sleeping on the fucking settee next to that smelly pit-

bull of his,” Jade warned. 
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“Awww I bet even poor little Shooby’s scared of you,” Shauna 

chuckled. 

“Shut yer’ face, Shauna. I mean it man. Jerome’s always tryna’ wind 

me up for fuck sake. I swear down that prick’s gonna get it,” Jade 

snapped, folding her arms like a cross infant. 

Whilst it was hard to tell whether it was really Jade or the copious 

amount of drink she’d been consuming delivering the threat, Jade, 

drunk or sober was infamous for following them through. I bet 

Jerome can vouch for that. 

“So ladies are we ready?” Johanna asked whilst applying another 

coat of sizzling red gloss to her bee stung lips. 

“We sho’ is,” Shauna answered. 

“D’yah know how much I’ve been looking forward to this,” I 

shrilled. 

“Tell me about it. It’s gonna be hype,” Johanna added. 

Brushing my tongue against the small space in between my two 

front teeth, I was more than ready to get my groove on. Suddenly it 

hit me. 

“Oh shit” I groaned. 

“Wassup’ Marcia?” Johanna asked. 

“I totally forgot to text Marlon back.”  

 “Allow it man, he can wait till later innit,” Jade said. 

“True dat. True dat.” 

“C’mon ladies, it’s time to parrrtttaaaayyyy!” Shauna announced, 

opening the driver’s door. 

********** 
 

 “Wow…Look at the amount of people. It’s a roadblock!” Shauna’s 

soft slanted eyes surveyed the throng of boisterous ravers waiting 

patiently in the never ending queue.  

It didn’t stop there, as reams of people spilled out of the four 

coaches parked adjacent to the club. 

“This way ladies,” Johanna directed.  

Taking a quick peek at the crowds, it appeared that everyone from 

the celebrity music world was being replicated. Continuing to 

assess the different characters, I’d actually lost count of the amount 

of Beyonces and J-Lo’s that were present now.  

“Whoever said originality was dead,” I laughed as we finally 

reached the V.I.P. entrance. 
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“Oh Johanna babes, you made it,” twittered some chick dressed in a 

long, demure black dress from further down the red corduroy 

carpet. 

Clasping a large black clipboard in front of her, she hotfooted her 

way in our direction. 

“Hey Elissa, of course girly, of course. There’s no way I’m missing 

the hottest rave happening this month,” Johanna beamed. 

 Greeting the girl with an air-kiss on both sides of her cheeks, 

Johanna waved to someone else she must have known at the door. 

“Nice costumes ladies,” Elissa murmured, briefly inspecting our 

outfits. 

“I bet she doesn’t even know who we’re supposed to be,” Shauna 

mused. 

“Dunno ‘bout you Chaka, but it’s bait who I am,” Jade smirked, 

looking down at her ankle swinging black trousers and thick white 

sports socks. 

“Errmm isn’t it just,” Shauna sniffed. 

“Well, we’ve got a table prepared for you and your guests in the 

V.I.P area.  

Please help yourself to some nibbles from our buffet and don’t 

forget to make good use of your unlimited free drinks pass,” Elissa 

said scribbling something on her clipboard. 

Simultaneously winking at each other, Jade and I rubbed our hands 

together in glee. 

“Here, put one of these on.”   

Elissa handed each one of us a fluorescent green wrist band. 

“Make sure you keep ‘em on folks, otherwise you won’t be allowed 

free drinks or access in and out of the V.I.P section I’m afraid,” 

Elissa warned, flicking wisps of her long dark hair out of her 

smooth olive toned face. 

“Cheers Elissa.”  Johanna smiled. 

Following Johanna’s lead, we marched along the red carpet. 

“Smile for the cameras ladies!” demanded some scrawny scruff pot 

of a photographer, who had suddenly blocked our way. 

 “…And vogue,” Johanna directed. 

Posing with the stature of certified divas and making peace signs 

with our hands, the girls and I gave our best paparazzi pouts whilst 

the cameras flashed away.  

“Talk about celebrity status,” I laughed. 
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Chapter  

VI 
 

The glamorous,  
The glamorous, glamorous, 

By the Glamorous, oh the flossy flossy, 
The glamorous,  
Glamorous – Fergie. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

“Welcome to V.I.P ladies,” chirped one of the Live Vibes FM 

promotion girls unbuckling the red rope. 

“This venue’s proper buff,” Jade gasped, nudging me in the waist. 

“Tell me about it,” I replied, gazing around in awe. 

Instantly hit by the club’s blinging yet classy ambience, it was 

almost as if we were drifting through a vibrantly funky version of 

Alice in Wonderland. State-of-the-art TV plasma screens 

consecutively hung over the multicoloured lava topped bar 

counters whilst muted orange and yellow strobe lights illuminated 

the  shimmering gold walls and black marble floors.  

“I still can’t believe we got all these things in the goody bag,” 

Shauna said rummaging through the small sack.  

A girl who probably wasn’t that much slimmer or taller than me, 

attired in the same white ribbed Live Vibes vest top and black 

leggings we‘d received in our goody bags, greeted us by the 

elaborate seating area. 

 “Hey ladies my name’s Monique. Monny for short and tonight I’m 

your personal host. Please let me show me show you to your 

booth,” she advised in a high pitched, Sarf London accent. 
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With a rich, chocolately complexion very similar to my own and a 

broad friendly smile, the host’s pretty looks reminded me a little of 

American actress Nia Long, fused with the demeanour of Destiny 

Child’s singer Kelly Rowland. 

“Hey Monny,” I replied, eagerly trailing behind her to our booth. 

Listening to the music blaring from the main room, I shuffled my 

leopard print, T-bar strap platforms from side to side, keen to get 

on the dance floor. With so much space surrounding our own 

booth, we didn’t have to move from our area if we didn’t want to. 

“Oh noooo that’s the word, Oh nooo that’s the word…” 

“Heavy,” I said as the deejay spun a wicked So So Solid Crew tune 

from back in the day. 

 Bobbing my head in time to infectious beat, I could feel the high 

currents of hype and enjoyment sparking through the electrifying 

atmosphere. Taking our rightful places at the reserved table, I 

glanced around to see if I could spot any of the usual faces from the 

world of urban media as yet. 

“Oh my days Jade, do you have to sit right on my frigging hand!” 

Shauna grimaced, shaking her fingers. 

“Oh phleaze...! I didn’t see it. It was an accident man…Hush your 

gums,” Jade snapped.  

It was absurdly hard at the best of times to ever believe that these 

two shared the same gene pool, let alone were first cousins. 

“I love that mask of yours girl,” Monique cheerfully said, as she 

flipped out a little notepad. 

“Aww thanks,” I almost forgot I had the thing on my face in the 

first place. 

“What can I get you ladies to drink?” Monique asked. 

“Amaretto and Pepsi for me please,” Johanna answered politely. 

“Single JD and coke will do me please,” I responded. 

“Just a fruit juice with extra ice for me please,” Shauna smiled. 

“Oooohh look, someone’s adventurous. Why not push the boat out 

and ask for a slice of lemon as well? Go on I dare you Shauna.” Jade 

mocked picking up the drinks menu. 

Choosing to glance around the room, instead of what looked like 

making direct eye contact with Jade, Shauna ignored Jade’s jibe. 

Scanning her eyes across the pink card, it appeared Jade was 

mulling over what to order. 
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“Sometime today Jade,” Shauna deeply sighed, followed by a 

(pretty exaggerated) yawn. 

“I’ll have the LV special, Higha Level cocktail with an extra double 

shot of white rum please Monny,” Jade said putting the menu back 

in its chrome holder. 

“Uh hum,” Shauna cleared her throat. 

“Sorry, but have you got some kinda problem Shauna?”  

Jade began to fiddle with the mesh bowl full to the brim with 

colourful lollipops. The legendary teeth gritting ‘just test me bitch’ 

snarl was close to blossoming on her face. 

“No, nah… I mean if you wanna ruin your liver and drink the 

equivalent of your own body weight, that’s your business innit 

Jade.” 

Considering Jade was practically five foot nothing and as skinny as 

a toothpick, it wasn’t exactly hard for her to drink her own body weight.  

“You’re right Doctor Shauna. You’re sooo right. It’s none of your 

damn business!” Jade snapped, hammering her small hands on the 

glass table.  

Needless to say the lollipops flew all over the place, scattering 

absolutely everywhere. “Look. If I want your advice I’ll ask for it. 

 In the meantime Shauna, enjoy your juice,” Jade huffed, shooting 

an angry glare in Shauna’s direction. 

“Oh my days Jade... no need to get all hyped... I was just saying,” 

Shauna replied, plucking an orange lollipop from out of her lap. 

“Well don’t for friggs sake. Keep all that health freakish shit to 

yourself man. READ-MY-LIPS. I don’t care. 

 Jerome’s already fucked me off enough to last a lifetime. You don’t 

need to add to it too!” 

And there we had it. The ever so friendly and inviting atmosphere of 

Jade and Shauna. Just like Johanna and I, Monique didn’t know 

where to look. 

“Errmm let me get those lollipops,” Monique suggested as she bent 

down. 

“Don’t worry, we’ll do that Monny,” I said sweetly through a tight-

lipped ‘get the hint and go-a-way’ smile.  

“Soooo…” Johanna started. 

“Anyone up for that new jazz and street dance play at Stratford 

Royal next Sunday?” 
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 Johanna’s question must have fallen on deaf ears, because no one 

answered. Lowering her short silky lashes towards the table, 

Johanna picked at her French manicured finger tips. 

Hurry up and come back with the drinks gurlfren. I impatiently 

watched Monique waddle off in the direction of the V.I.P. bar. 

The arctic probably had more warmth than what was around our 

booth at this moment.  With Jade’s mouth set in a bitter twist, she 

looked as if she’d just been sucking on a barrel full of lemons, 

whilst anyone would have easily been forgiven for thinking Shauna 

was chewing on a wasp. 

“Nice,” I sighed, looking towards the dance floor. 

If this was how these two intended to be all damn night I was 

definitely going to need a little somefink, somefink to get me through 

the rave. 
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Chapter 

VII 
 

…..Everybody is livin' it up, 
All the fellas keep lookin' at us cause me and my 
girls on the floor like what, while the DJ keeps on 

spinning the cut…….. 
It’s like that- Mariah Carey. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ever so tight security controlled V.I.P area was now packed to 

capacity with mostly the who’s who of the urban media and 

entertainment world. Sectioned off in their own intimate booths, a 

few of the big (and not so big) names were, as usual, acting stush. 

You know them ones right? Going on like their doo doo smelt of the 

finest flowers (ooohh phleaze!). We couldn’t have cared less though. 

“Oh man… I tell you what: men and their egos. When will these 

guys learn man? Just cos they’ve got a bit of fame and a few p’s in 

the bank, doesn’t make ‘em buff,” Johanna chuckled. 

“Innit doh!” Jade agreed, clanging her empty champagne flute glass 

with Johanna’s. 

“All the money in the world wouldn’t make that guy nice. No 

really it couldn’t. I know I shouldn’t say it but boy oh boy that 

guy’s frugly too rass. What makes it worse is that he thinks he’s 

that hot! He’s definitely got a face made for radio. Bloody cheek 

about he’s better looking than Usher,” I added. 

“Yeah and then he woke up. Why’s that retard begging it for? Oh 

what to the hell ever man. I bet even that Usher’s backside’s easier 

on the eye than that guy’s face is. That fool’s any man dot com you 

get me,” Jade mused. 
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Cackling like a pack of excitable hyenas, the girls and I fell about 

laughing. After a quick natter about Johanna having to interview 

one of the most arrogant and contentious RnB artists currently on 

the music scene, the attention quickly flipped to my love life. 

“So Marcia, I heard you didn’t stick to the Laws of Attractions 

huh?” Shauna enquired, raising her eyebrows. 

“Well kinda..” I mumbled, glancing down at my glass. 

“Kinda? Oh purleaze Marcia. Kinda.. My foot! No one could get 

hold of you last Saturday. We all know what you were up to,” Jade 

winked. 

“Yeah man, texting me about you’re caught up in something 

pressing,” Johanna smirked. 

“The only thing caught up and pressing in Marcia was  

Marlon’s di-” Jade stated. 

“Yeah alright Jade!” I replied, promptly cutting her off. 

Besides, it was like I wasn’t up to anything my girls wouldn’t have 

been too if they were in my shoes. I decided to remind myself of 

Marlon’s captivating smile. Yeah right. As if I’d really forgotten.  

I was grinning so damn hard to myself my cheeks were beginning 

to ache. Considering there was no phone signal in this place, it 

wasn’t even like I could even reply to Marlon’s text any time soon. I 

could have bet my last tenner though that he was probably thinking 

of me just as much as I was bugging out over him. 

“THE FUNKY HOUSE TUNES FRISKY’S PLAYING ARE SICK! 

COME ON LET’S REPORT TO THE DANCEFLOOR,” Shauna 

interrupted, grabbing Jade’s wrist and yanking her from her seat.  

 “Don’t need to tell me twice,” Jade replied. 

“It’s time to drop down and skank it low ladies,” I commanded. 

“Anymore drinks girls,” Monique asked as she collected the empty 

glasses on the table. 

“Not for now thanks Monny, we’ve got some serious bubbling to 

do,” Johanna winked. 

Heading towards the dance floor, top host, promoter and deejay 

royalty Frisky Shotta had been whisking the five hundred or so 

strong crowd into a complete flurry of exhilaration for about the 

last hour. 

“Hey,” Johanna mouthed as Frisky waved at her from near the 

deejay booth. 
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Damn, he must have really good eye sight. From where we were 

standing I could just about see Frisky Shotta’s eccentric peroxide 

blonde Mohican. 

“HE REALLY LIKES YOU,” I hollered whilst the soca influenced 

beats transcended through the dance floor. 

Honestly, someone could have dashed a shoe at Frisky Shotta’s 

head and I don’t think he would have noticed. No really.  

The man was staring so damn hard at Johanna he was starting to 

look like a love sick puppy. 

“NAH MAN, IT AINT LIKE THAT,” Johanna shouted back over 

the top of the music. 

Hmmm yeah right. 

“Let me tek it back from de top,” Frisky announced into his 

microphone, quickly looking in a different direction (other than 

Johanna’s face). 

Playing just a little teaser of the familiar bongo drummed bass line 

banger, one of the other deejays behind the decks suddenly halted 

the record. 

“’Ear dis now,” Frisky’s dense Jamaican accented voice 

reverberated through huge, floor standing speakers. 

 “…Friskkkkaaayy, 

 Would you mind if I take you home tonight with me,  

Where no one can see,  

So don’t be shy. 

Baby, baby,  

W-h-o-l-e N-i-g-h-t, N-i-g-h-t, N-i-g-h-t…” The a cappella dub plate 

sang, whilst the original instrumental tune played at low volume in 

the background. 

A roaring mass of hoots and hollers could be heard from every 

corner of the dance floor, whilst the torrent of whistles and 

foghorns blowing nearly deafened me man. 

“Yeah mon. Now dat’s what me ah talk ‘bout CHAH,” Frisky 

declared before letting one of the biggest funky house tunes of 2008, 

Paleface and Kyla’s “Do You Mind” play in full effect.  

Two stepping our way closer to the centre of the crammed dance 

floor, the girls and I shimmied in and out of the hyper crowd. 

“Badman tune eeh…BIG UP PALEFACE AND KYLA. YOU DONE 

KNOW, AWOH.”  Frisky Shotta smiled whilst the strobe lighting 

reflected against his gold capped canines. 
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“Woop, woop!” I squealed throwing a few mambo and cha-cha-cha 

steps into the mix with Shauna. 

Big skanks. Small skanks. One fingered skanks. Two fingered 

skanks. Left foot skanks. Right foot skanks. It was official. Every last 

person on that floor had danced into skankalicious mode.  As one funky 

masterpiece submerged into another, hundreds of jutting shoulders 

and arms continued to throw caution to the wind. A fusion of 

sweaty bodies shook whilst heads ferociously bopped as if they 

were possessed by some kind of higher spirit.  

“OLLY, OLLY, OLLY,” The Mediterranean looking selector yelled 

into one of the microphones whilst the other (rather cute can I add) 

deejay continued to build a musical tornado on the turntables.   

“OI OI OI,” the crowd responded. 

“AYIA NAPA, AYIA NAPA,” He continued. 

“BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.” The crowd roared. 

My eyes flittered as the bright white beams from the video camera 

lights occasionally shone on in our direction.  

“Wow,” I said catching Shauna who was now shamelessly sticking 

her tongue out right in front of one of the camera lenses. 

“She’s come out of her shell,” I mused in astonishment. 

 Usually ever so reserved, if not a bit on the prim and proper side, 

the funky house music seemed to unleash the wild side of Shauna, 

just as it did back in Napa. 

“ME WAN SEE ALL DE GYAL DEM WID SEXY RIDDIM, SHOCK 

OUT ZEEN.  IF YOU KNOW SAY YOU AH PARTY WID DE LIVE 

VIBES CREW OVER IN AYIA NAPA FROM DE BEACHES TO DE 

CLUBS THIS SUMMER, ME WAN ‘EAR YOU SCREAM,” 

With the microphone rested behind his ear and the other hand on 

his hip, Frisky Shotta demanded an answer. No sooner had he 

asked, everyone was screaming so loud I thought the roof was 

going to cave in from the high decibels.  

“Oh my days. It’s so warm.” 

I didn’t know about anybody else but I was perspiring like a mother 

fugger.  

“Oh well,” I sighed, watching Jade grinding (as per usual) with 

some random guy. 

Even with that ridiculous wig on her head and dressed that 

ludicrous outfit of hers, Miss Knight still managed to attract guys 

like bees to honey. 
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 If she and her identical twin sister Jasmine were just five or six 

feet…sorry, inches taller, I could’ve sworn they would have both 

easily been successful runway models. 

“RIGHT, TIME FE CHANGE UP DE VIBES,” Frisky stated, whilst 

the deejay faded out the current funky house tune. 

“ANYWHERE LIVE VIBES AH HOL’ A DANCE, DE PLACE 

HAFFI LOCK ZEEN,” Frisky continued. 

“You know what? Nuff of dem sound bwoys chat too much yah. 

Dem ah gah try violate Live Vibes. Wan chat bout dem badder dan 

we.. Badder dan LIVE VIBES? DEM MUSSI MAD! All of dem dere 

cyaan test we zeen..”  

“BLUP, BLUP, BLUP,” Jade and I (and a few hundred others) 

yelled in defiant agreement.  

Immaculately turned out in his crisp white trouser suit, Frisky 

Shotta regally stood on the makeshift platform above the crowd, 

like a politician addressing his supporters. 

 “Any of dem sounds tink seh dem hotter dan LIVE VIBES?” Frisky 

Shotta questioned. 

“NO ONE’S HOTTER THAN LIVE VIBES!” Jade enthusiastically 

shrieked (remarkably louder than everyone else).  

Jade’s excitable outburst was closely followed by her practically 

tossing her cigarette lighter high into the air. 

“Alright Jade,” I laughed quickly ducking the free falling object. 

“MEK DEM RUN COME, DEFEN’ IT! AH MEK DEM GWARN 

TRY. NUTTEN AH GWARN FE DEM MON. DEM AH 

WANSKTER FE LIFE YOU SEE ME…FROM HINGLAN, EUROPE, 

THE US, JAMAICA, THE CARIBBEAN. H’ALL OF DEM PLACES 

DEH YAH TO EVEN JAPAN… IT’S LIVE VIBES TO DE WORL’ ” 

A vigorous surge of rowdy toots came from all around, whilst some 

showing their personal love for the Live Vibes crew, hung their 

heads low and shot their two fingered, gun saluted hands high up 

in air as a sign of respect. 

“Right now me ah go ‘gie you one of the bloodclart, toughest tunes 

fi ‘ave come outta Jamaica dis year zeen….Dis goes out to h’all of 

me special people dem. Me H’african princess Johanna, you’re so 

special, so special, so special…” Frisky Shotta winked. 

Smiling wryly tinged with what looked like slight embarrassment, 

Johanna half heartedly waved at Frisky Shotta. 

“OH GURLLLLL, HE’S SO GOT A CRUSH ON YOU,” I teased. 
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“EHY YOW SNIPER T, RUN DE RIDDIM STAR,” Frisky roared 

into his microphone. 

“………..I'm on de go 

I'm on de go but! badman ah try fe stop me though 

 jah know 

I'm on de go,  

I'm on de go jah!  

clone me out cah me nuh poppy show jah….” 

“WOOOOOOOYYYYYY!” I screamed as the original gangster for 

life dancehall star’s Mavado’s ‘I’m so special’ pulsated around the 

oval shaped room. The instantly recognisable ‘unfinished business’ 

rhythm detonated the crowd into a blast of elation. Rolling our 

waistlines, whilst swiftly kicking our legs and arms out in a slick 

alternative fashion, Jade and I shocked out before teking ourselves 

away through the cluttered dance floor. The next thing I knew I’d 

been kidnapped by some MC Hammer look-alike. 

  “PULLLLLLLL UUUUPPPPPPPP!” Jade hollered as the deejays 

dropped the next dancehall tune. The crowd bawled for a re-wind 

of Vybes Kartel’s energetic ‘Tick Tock’.  

Thrusting her tiny hips back and forth into random guy number 

two’s crotch, I could tell Jade was having a great time. Staring at us 

from only a few feet away, I kind of got the impression that both 

Johanna and Shauna must have thought that Jade and I were a few 

sandwiches short of a picnic. With the slow gyration of my pelvis in 

time to this MC Hammer’s precise rhythm we whined, breaking it 

all the way down to the floor before gradually bringing ourselves 

back up. Still embracing me from behind, the guy tapped both his 

hands on my thighs whilst I shook my generously proportioned 

rump in time to the beat. Oh my days! Euwwww….Enough already. 

Without any hesitation, I suddenly eased myself away from this 

guy’s hardened crotch. Seriously, can someone tell me why in the 

world do mans get so damn excited? It’s just a blinking dance for 

gawd sakes! 

“There’s only one guy who can back his thing up on me, you get 

me,” I assured myself whilst watching Jade and random guy 

number two, who had not only caught the attention of surrounding 

ravers but also that of the film crew. 

“SHE’S ALWAYS GOTTA TO BE THE CENTRE OF ATTENTION,” 

shouted Shauna over the music. 
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She stood next to me with a less than disapproving look on her face. 

Treating random guy number two to a fast tantalizing whine, it 

wouldn’t have been hard to mistake Jade for a professional go-go 

dancer.  

“WOW!” Johanna wheezed in probable bewilderment. 

Dropping her hands to the floor and allowing the guy to clutch her 

at the thighs, Jade started crawling along as if she were a 

wheelbarrow. 

“OH MY DAYS!” I yelped. 

As her head tilted south, Jade’s wig fell off, scarpering across the 

floor like a rodent on the run. That didn’t slow her down though. 

The girl was now sensually pulsating and popping her buttocks so 

immaculately, she had every last guy in the room mesmerized.  

“JADE’S GOTTA WATCH HERSELF MAN,” Shauna groaned. 

 “DONT MATTER IF SHE DOESN’T. THOUSANDS WILL BE 

ANYWAY. LIVE VIBES’ FILMING NEW FOOTAGE TO STICK ON 

THEIR WEBSITE, MYSPACE AND FACEBOOK PAGES INNIT,” 

Johanna replied still in awe of Jade. 

It’s funny how Miss Knight often had the cheek to wonder why she 

and Jerome had more dramas than the average episode of 

Eastenders. 

“Errmm…Something tells me Jerome’s gonna-hit-the-roof,” I 

mumbled, whilst Jade’s random guy resembled a dog on heat, as he 

hysterically rammed his waist in between her parted legs. 

Flipping Jade over and lifting her up on to his torso, random guy 

wrapped Jade’s short slim legs around his narrow waist, before 

bouncing her up and down on his crotch like he was her 

trampoline. Egged on by the thunderous crowd, Jade quickly 

jumped down and began twisting her face up into interesting 

shapes, as if she were in some kind of pain, whilst ferociously 

fanning her hands towards her cheeks.  

“GO JADE, GO JADE, GO JADE,” Johanna and I hooted. 

To say Shauna didn’t look the slightest bit impressed, was putting it 

mildly. Snaking her waist with the trained etiquette of an Arabian 

belly dancer, Jade motioned her hips in wide circular movements, 

before dipping down in the stooky dance. 

“THAT GIRL’S SO EXTRA!” Shauna grunted before swanning off 

back through the lively crowd. 
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 For at least the next hour, Frisky Shotta and the other Live Vibes 

deejays continued to play a succession of great reggae and 

bashment tunes.  

“WICKED!” I bellowed as the deejays wound down the set with the 

unique sounds of Jah Cure’s anthem “Sticky”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roses are Red. 
 
 
“OOOOUCH MY FEET’S ACHING,” Johanna grimaced, shaking 

her glittery Louboutin slingbacks. 

“YEAH SO ARE MINE,” Shauna said resting her elbows on Jade’s 

shoulder. 

“I’M THIRSTY. GONNA GET ANOTHER DRINK MAN,” Jade 

added. 

“ALRIGHT, MEET YOU GUYS BACK IN THE V.I.P.” I shouted, 

turning on my heels and heading in the direction of the ladies loo. 

Oh yes. Why is it, no matter how much potpourri and air fresheners are 

sprayed in these places, most public toilets (including this one) still smell 

so pissy? 

“Errr gross man,” I groaned. 

Peeling the sweat drenched mask away from my clammy face, I 

started to pat my cheeks down with the toilet tissue provided by 

the miserable looking toilet attendant. 

“Remind me NEVER to wear a mask to a rave again,” I hissed, 

staring at my washed out reflection in the gold picture framed 

mirror. 
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“Hey Marcia,” Monique chirped, coming out of one of the toilet 

cubicles. 

Oh my days, this girl pops up everywhere! 

“You alright, Monny?” I said plucking white tissue bits from my 

eyelashes. 

“I’m cool. Have you enjoyed yourself tonight?” Monique asked. 

She pulled out a small sky blue make-up case from her coffee 

brown Fendi messenger bag. 

“Yeah man, it’s been heavy, especially Frisky Shotta’s set. The fancy 

dress competition winner was a bit of a joke though. I mean if that 

girl looks like the spitting image of Janet Jackson, then my name’s 

Naomi Campbell.” 

“You’re funny,” Monique replied, showcasing her award winning 

smile. 

“So what time do you get to go home tonight?”  

“Well around sixish. Another hour or so I guess.” 

“Oh my days. That’s a bit of a pain. I dunno about you but I’m 

feeling kinda’ mash up,” I said, slipping my mask back on before 

readjusting the afro wig. 

 “Yeah but it’s cool though, my man’s coming to pick me up so it 

ain’t all bad. He said he’s on his way now actually. Reckons he’s 

gonna hang around till the end innit.”  

“Awww that’s so sweet man,” I said. 

That’s what I love about Marlon you know. The way he always picked 

me up from work whenever we were going out on a date.  If that 

wasn’t gentlemanly enough, he also dropped me right to my 

door…Even though I never let him come in. 

“I know. He’s a very sweet guy. We’ve only been official for about 

two months now but I really like him,” Monique said applying 

some powdered foundation to her unblemished T-zone. 

“Sounds like it. Whoever said there ain’t any decent guys left in 

London these days was chatting garbage man. I’m seeing someone 

at the moment. Things are going well. I’m really feeling 

him…We’re getting kinda serious,”  

“Yeah? Awww, I hope it all works out for you,” Monique said 

carefully drawing around the perimeter of her mouth with a 

mahogany coloured lip liner. 

“Likewise gurlfren…that’s my tune!” I squealed. 
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Listening to the delightful melody knocking through the thin toilet 

walls, I could instantly tell that one of my all time favourite eighties 

grooves, The Mac Band’s Roses are Red had started to play.  

 “Zoom Blast had better put a re-wind on this timeless jam,” I 

grinned. 

“Monny, I’ll catch you later hon.”  

I made a quick exit for the toilet door. 

 

Shaking my jazz hands in the air, I waltzed my way back to the 

centre of the dance floor. 

Oh my days I was in classic ol’ skool heaven. 

“….Roses are red, violets are blue baby,  

Well if there's anything I'm certain of 

It's I love you…..” 

I sang along at the top of my lungs whilst touch stepping to the 

beat. Talk about the perfect end to a good night.  Those of us left 

carried on joyously stamping our feet and dipping our shoulders 

towards the parquet wood floor. Turning to my left, something 

automatically caught my attention. No way! 

 With sudden excitement engulfing me, I made sure the mask 

wasn’t totally obscuring my eyesight. Staring from the spot where I 

was boogieing, the tall guy bowling towards the main bar area 

looked remarkably like Marlon. In fact I was sure it was him. 

Talk about confused dot com. 

“How did Marlon know I was gonna be here? “ I wondered. 

I don’t remember telling him. I mean, I haven’t spoken to him since 

Sunday...Maybe I did tell him and forgot hmmm.… Oh well….How lovely 

is he is? I bet he turned up to surprise me. Awwwww how 

sweee….HANG ON! My excitable thoughts screeched to an abrupt 

halt. 

 IT WAS A FRICKING SURPRISE ALRIGHT! 

“Why’s he going over to her?” I asked myself whilst the feeling of 

absolute puzzlement and disbelief belted me hard, right across the 

face. 

Plunged into a sudden haze of shock, it felt like I was in the midst 

of an outer body experience. The floor had suddenly been snatched 

from under my feet whilst my head spun with a multitude of 

dizzying theories. What?  
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I took colossal sized gulps watching Marlon kiss and hug up on 

Monique, the exact same way he had done with me. With panic and 

dread wreaking havoc in my mind, I had to do a double take, just to 

convince myself that my alcohol fuddled system wasn’t playing 

hypnotising tricks with my eyesight. Oh my FUCKING days….He’s 

pinching and caressing her rump, the exact same way he does with mine. 

“Ph-phl-phl-leaze tell me this a joke!” I stuttered, feeling extremely 

short of air. 

Marlon continued to knead his fingers in to Monique’s backside, as 

if it was play dough. 

“It looks like Monny and I have more in common than we think.”  

My eyes remained glued to the display of complete bull shit 

happening right before me. An overwhelming sensation of nausea 

gurgled in the pit of my stomach. A wave of bile grazed my throat. 

It felt like some invisible energy had forced me into a headlock and 

was gleefully throttling the life out of me. 

“I can’t breathe,” I wheezed. 

Once I’d managed to pick my jaw up off the ground, I knew I had 

to get out of here pronto.  

Stumbling backwards, I spun around and legged it back as fast as 

my platforms would carry me, to the V.I.P. area. Silence fell over 

the table within a second of the girls spotting me from the door. 

“Marcia! Wassup? You look like you’ve just seen a ghost,” Johanna 

asked as I approached the booth. 

 “I-I-I just saw Marlon,” I stammered.  

My heaving lungs rested on the cusp of an explosion. Choked by 

my own inability to speak, I was a hot bumbling mess. 

“Marcia?” Shauna enquired. 

Jade stood up. 

“I just saw Marlon kissing our host Monny,” I breathlessly 

squeaked. 

The liquid contents of Jade’s mouth splattered across the table 

whilst Shauna’s and Johanna’s eyes were immediately filled with 

rage. 

“YOU WHAT!” Jade roared. 

“DON’T LIE,” Shauna shouted. 

Without any hesitation, Jade leapt over Shauna and stood right next 

to me. Leaning on the glass table for support, she hastily removed 

one of her shoes. 
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“Jade, please?” I begged. 

The last thing I needed was a scene, especially NOT in front of 

these V.I.P. people.  

“NOOOOO WAY! Marlon? Monique? Are you serious?” Johanna 

asked, still looking as if she was stuck in a state of shock. 

With vicious shakes, similar to that of a crack fiend experiencing 

withdrawal symptoms and my tear ducts fit to burst…did I actually 

look I was joking?  

“Yes way Johanna! Serious as a heart attack,” I rambled through 

jittery teeth. 

“It’s alright Marcia,” Shauna said in a consoling tone, before 

squeezing my left hand. 

“I don’t believe this. Who does he think he is, the two timing prick!  

Come we go hot him up,” Jade stated, jumping up and down as if 

she’d just secretly taken a year’s supply of speed. 

“Err excuse me…. Go what him up?” Shauna asked with a look of 

sheer disbelief on her face. 

“So Marcia’s man wants to kiss up on next girl yeah? Well man can 

kiss my blasted fist instead,” Jade muttered to herself. 

Frantically delving inside her red bag, Jade immediately pulled out 

a small dented tin of Vaseline. The next thing we knew she was 

smacking the thick jelly like sludge across the faces of the gold 

sovereign and white diamond clustered rings, each one located on 

both of her index fingers.  

“Oh come on Jade. You’re not serious….Has she lost the plot?” 

Shauna asked rubbing her eyes. 

“He ain’t my man JADE,” I screeched. 

“Hold it down a sec…but didn’t he say something about wanting 

you guys to be exclusive doh?” 

Errrm….so he did. 

My thoughts continued to swerve between shock and confusion. 

Considering Monique said they’d been official for two months now 

and I’d been seeing Marlon for almost two and half, something 

didn’t add up. Damn, I must have ‘gullible’ tattooed right in the middle 

of my forehead or something. 

 “It’s alright Marcia, I’ll handle dis’,” Jade said cracking the 

knuckles on her left hand, one by one. 

“Hmmmm somehow I don’t think you will Jade!” Shauna 

cautioned. 
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With Jade’s face contorted in bleary eyed fury as she sparred back 

and forth, warming her right upper cut up and jabbing with her left 

fist, something told me she wasn’t ramping.  As much as I sincerely 

appreciated Jade’s fierce loyalty towards me, even this was 

teetering on the edge of psychotic insanity. 

“Jade. Errmm this really isn’t the place honestly,” Johanna calmly 

responded, probably hoping as much as I did, that she would just 

give her bad gyal charade a rest. 

For one thing, with her well respected position in the urban media 

world (envied by many haters I think), Johanna certainly didn’t need 

to be gossiped about by the office water cooler come Monday 

morning, just because her girls decided to get conduct a 

ghettofabulous brawl at one of the biggest raves in London. I can’t lie. 

The way I was feeling right at this particular moment, I was more 

than willing to act a gawd forsaken fool, especially if it meant I 

could have Marlon’s balls in a pickle jar. 

“Calm it Jade, it’s not ‘bout going on raggo man. We’re not eighteen 

anymore….damn,” Shauna reasoned whilst Jade quickly stretched 

both of her arms above her head. 

“Save it Miss Goody gum fricking drops! Just cos’ you let any and 

every ol’ prick walk all over you doesn’t mean Marcia has to as 

well.”  

Jade knocked back the last dregs from her wine glass. 

“Jade, don’t you think you’ve had enough? You really should stop 

drinking now. You’re such an aggressive drunk you know,” 

Shauna snapped, rolling her eyes into the back of her head. 

The term aggressive drunk didn’t quite do Miss Knight any justice. 

A lethal drunk was better suited. 

“Oh piss off Shauna. I really wish you would give up tryna’ treat 

me like one of your pupils at school for fuck sake! Don’t watch 

what I’m drinking. I’m twenty two, not five. Are you seriously 

tryna’ to tell me that we should let that Marlon get away with what 

he’s done to Marcia? Nah man, that’s pure fuckeries right there!”  

She wasn’t lying about that. Jade picked up the cocktail jug and 

poured herself another glass. Right now, nothing would have given 

me more pleasure than to claw Marlon’s wretched face until every 

last clump of his skin was wedged under my fingernails.  
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It was in these rare moments, I could only wish I wore those Freddy 

Krueger style nail extensions. Yep. Just like the ones Jade and my 

younger sister Simona were known to sport from time to time. 

“Jade, CALM THE HELL down,” Shauna snarled whilst gracefully 

folding her arms across her chest. 

Oh my word. I could feel it in my bones. The familiar bells of stark 

warning began to ring in my intuition. It took just one more teeny 

weeny snide remark from either side of the Knight or Bogle Camp 

and boy oh boy World War Three was set in motion and ready to 

commence battle. 

“Why don’t you shut the hell up, Shauna,” 

“I so can’t stand you when you’re drunk man,” Shauna jeered, 

sucking her teeth. 

Shauna’s usually warm and friendly eyes narrowed into cold slits. 

Jade’s glassy green eyes bulged whilst her mouth dropped wide 

open in what looked like bemused astonishment. 

 “OH PURRRRRRLEAZE! WHAT A CHEEK SHAUNA! PSSSSHH, 

I CAN’T STAND YOU WHEN I’M SOBER,” Jade retorted, swiftly 

cocking her head from like to side like a rooster. 

Marlon plus Monique. Monique plus Marlon. Marlon plus Monique. 

Monique divided by Marlon. My head mixed and remixed my 

disorientating thoughts. Okay, you’d think obtaining an ‘A’ grade 

in both my maths GCSE and A-Level results I’d be a bit of a dab 

hand when it came to the old mental arithmetics. Well, for the life 

of me, and no matter how much I tried, that was one equation I 

couldn’t work out for shit! 

 “Whatever, Jade. Hear what then. YOU tell me when last you were 

sober?” Shauna wailed looking like some kind of screw faced 

banshee. 

Standing up and towering over Jade, Shauna’s eyes met with her 

opponent’s. 

“WELL THAT’S JUST CHARMING THAT IS,” Jade shrilled as if 

she was a blinking police siren. 

Swirling her neck faster than a hurricane storm, Jade’s facial 

expression oozed such evilness that even the devil himself would 

have turned and ran for cover. 

“Here we go,” I muttered looking down at the floor, wishing 

somehow it would ever so kindly open and just swallow me up. 
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“Look yeah, just cos I like a drink or two, better still I ain’t some 

stuck up, don’t know how to enjoy myself cow like you doesn’t 

make me an alky. Geez. MY GIRL, YOU WOULDN’T KNOW FUN 

MOST TIMES, EVEN IF IT FUCKED YOU IN THE BATTY!” Jade 

roared, staring up in Shauna’s face. 

 Yes. It was starting to get ever so slightly out of hand now. Besides, 

if anyone should have been screaming and cussing right now, it 

should have been me for crying out loud .After all, wasn’t it me who 

had just spotted that two-timing, smooth operator Marlon lipsing 

and rubbing up that pweety promotion girl Mo-bloody-nique?  

“I didn’t realise her hosting services also included linking the same 

guy I am! Oh man… I should have known that dick for brains was 

too good to be true,” I murmured as Jade gave Shauna a middle 

fingered salute.  

Judging by the fact that all eyes in the few booths still occupied in 

the V.I.P section were now looking (staring) in our direction, I got 

the impression that we were now attracting a bit of an audience. 

“Come on guys, let’s stop it now,” I pleaded, still sandwiched 

between little and large. 

No really...! Was I just speaking Dutch or something? Shauna and Jade 

continued to launch cusses, and fire insults back and forth. The 

disorderly noise coming from our booth had finally reached and 

surpassed fever pitch. Glancing at each other with the hint of panic 

in our eyes, Johanna gave me the nod. With the two of them firing 

on all cylinders and clearly not giving a flying monkey’s crap who 

heard them, we needed to get Shauna and Jade out PRONTO!  

“Let’s go outside and get some fresh air,” Johanna said tugging on 

Shauna’s slender wrists. 

“Nah let’s just go man, this rave is over.” I sighed.  

My mind freeze-framed the image of Marlon and Monique kissing, 

not even five minutes ago. I couldn’t help wishing that I would 

wake up from this terrible nightmare. I didn’t even mind being the 

butt of someone’s sick prank.  

 “I can walk on my own thanks Marcia.” Jade snapped, pulling 

herself away from my grip. 

“Be cool Marcia, be cool,” I told myself, as the temptation to sprint 

back into the dance floor and confront Marlon was getting stronger. 

Relaxing my clenched fists, I hastily walked towards the club’s exit. 
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Chapter 

VIII 
 

I hate you so much right now,  
I hate, you so much right now,  
I hate you so much right now,  

AAAaahhhhhhhhrrrrrr...... 
 

Caught out there- Kelis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date: Saturday 4th October 2008. 

Location: Outside the Candy Moon Club, Old Street, City of 
London EC1V. 

Time: 04:51 AM. 
 
 
 
“Yo, yo come back a minute man. You didn’t let me finish,” some 

promoter guy (who looked like it was way past his bedtime) 

pleaded with Jade. 

“Oh my days!” Jade snapped. 

 “Seriously what part of FUCK OFF didn’t you understand bruv? I 

don’t want your number, I ain’t giving you mine and NO I don’t 

want free tickets to your dry rave. Kick out man. Chah!” she stated 

over her shoulder, trudging away from the boy. 

This was the problem with looking somewhat younger than her 

twenty two years. Jade often had guys barely out of secondary 

school trying to chirsp her. 

“Whatever man! You think you’re too nice anyway bout you’re 

giving me air. You’re any gash doh’.” 
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 The guy turned his back, before handing out some more flyers to 

the other people leaving the club. 

“Yeah, your mum,” Jade retorted in a garbled tone. 

“For friggs sake Jade, shut up,” I scowled, wildly pulling her in the 

direction of Johanna and Shauna, who by now were out of earshot. 

 Thank gawd they’d already walked a fair bit ahead. 

“What? You need to shut your mouth before I get one of my sisters 

to murk you up yeah,” the guy taunted. 

“Is that a promise? Bring it come then, cos boy I will tump’ you and 

your sisters down. You get me.” Jade threatened, brutishly 

throwing her hands up in the air. 

“JADE, FOR CRYING OUT LOUD!” I screamed. 

“Sorry,” I mouthed apologetically to the promoter guy, hoping he 

would realise that Jade was nothing less than extremely sozzled.  

“Like you need to get involved in another slanging match Jade,” I 

murmured under my breath as she tried to unlink her arm from 

mine. 

“Marcia, I could have handled that,” Jade said looking back over 

her shoulder. 

“Oh put a sock in it Jade man.”  

Jade was really starting to agitate the shizzle out of me now and I 

wasn’t in the mood to entertain her drunkard antics anymore.  

Forcefully hustling Jade up the road, I prayed we’d get to Shauna’s 

car without having to rescue her from starting another fight. Staring 

up, I crossed my fingers in the hope for a bit of peace. The crescent 

shaped moon, similar to that of a white pearl set in black sand, 

glistened in the early morning sky. 

“Oh what a night of revelations,” I sighed. 

 

A few minutes later, after zigzagging through a couple of quiet 

back streets and not being too far from Shauna’s car, Jade suddenly 

stopped. 

“Shauna, I’m gonna have a quick fag okay?” she said, pulling out a 

creased box of B&H. 

“Whatever,” Shauna huffed, centrally unlocking her two thousand 

and seven registered silver Golf GTI. 

Johanna tottered into the road and slipped herself into the front 

passenger’s side. Glancing down the quiet street, filled with empty 

parked cars, it was home to only a building site on the left side of 

the road and a derelict pub, plus a few closed shops on the right. 
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“I swear down, I’m fed up of Shauna treating me like a kid,” Jade 

said before taking in a deep drag of her cigarette. 

“Well you do get a bit rowdy when you drink Jade.” 

“I hear that, but still man, she’s so patronising. Don’t you think 

you’ve had enough now Jade…. Blah de fucking blah,” Jade rolled her 

eyes, exhaling a big plume of smoke through her tiny nostrils. 

“That Marlon’s an eeeddiiottt man. Why do guys think they can 

play us women like that?” Jade leaned on the mesh wired building 

site fence behind her. 

“Nah man, that’s not the one. Talk about taking liberties,” she 

added. 

“I honestly don’t know,” I sighed, feeling the rising tide of 

disappointment sweep over me. 

I really didn’t have anything against that Monique, as I kind of got 

the impression she might not have had the faintest as to what 

Marlon was really about, but I couldn’t help feeling gutted. How 

could I have been so foolish? Talk about wasting my time. An 

assortment of emotions ricocheted back and forth, whilst words 

couldn’t even begin to describe how much I hated Marlon. I hated 

myself even more for being bought in by his sweet boy deceit. I 

guess they come in all guises. 

“He’s such a wanker,” I hissed. 

“Marcia…Is that Marlon’s car?” Jade quietly asked, as her eyes 

narrowed in the direction of the champagne coloured Mercedes 

parked across the road from us.  

“M-8-R-1-0-N…” I quickly read the number plate. 

 That’s definitely his car. 

“Do you believe in fate?” Jade questioned. 

“Erm... Kinda,” I answered. 

“Do you believe in karma?” Jade snarled. 

“Well…I guess.”  

Now I was puzzled. Stubbing out her half-smoked cigarette on the 

ground, Jade bent down and craftily stuck her small hands through 

the building site fence. 

“Jade… What you doing?” I asked as she grappled through the 

rubble, reaching for what looked like a broken brick.  

The sequins stitched in her white glove glimmered and twinkled in 

the darkness. 
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“Jade get up,” I whispered trying not to draw Shauna or Johanna’s 

attention to us. 

Whilst the road was quiet and desolate, I didn’t want the other two 

to kick off. It was fair to say Jade had caused enough tension to last 

a life time already. 

“Jade!”  

“Shush Marcia man,” Jade said steadily bringing her hand back 

through the fence. 

Dashing across the road faster than Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt 

running for a world record, Jade pelted the brick through the car’s 

windscreen. Multiple pieces of shattered glass shards sprinkled 

over the bonnet. My ears rang from the overbearing shrill of the car 

alarm. 

“Jaaaaaaaaaaddddde!” Shauna squealed from her car. 

“Oh shittt,” I grimaced, hobbling as fast as I could towards 

Shauna’s car. 

Making my escape like a villain on Britain’s most wanted list, I 

leapt into the car before dislodging my heart from inside my throat. 

“MARCIA! WHY DIDN’T YOU STOP HER?” Johanna gasped. 

“HOW COULD I? THE GIRL MOVES QUICKER THAN 

LIGHTENING,” I panicked. 

The rush of excitement and disbelief at what just happened 

flickered through me. 

“JADE…. WHAT YOU DOING…Get in the BLASTED car!” An 

infuriated Shauna spat through gritted teeth. 

“What the heck?” Johanna panted. 

Deciding she’d moonwalk the short distance back towards to the 

car, Jade had the smuggest look on her face. Balancing on her toes 

and then pretending to grab her crotch, she jumped into the car.  

“Now who’s bad?” Jade chuckled. 

“JADE YOU FUCKING FOOL,” Shauna screamed, aggressively 

revving the car’s engine before hastily pulling away.  

Oh my diggy days. For Shauna to have used such profanity, I knew 

she must have had enough. 

“These stooopid guys…When the hell will they learn, not to fuck 

with us…d’ya hear what I’m saying bruv,” Jade grinned, pulling off 

her wig. 

“I swear Jade, you’ve got some serious mental health problems!” 

Shauna barked, slamming her foot on the gas pedal. 
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“What if you get arrested? What if we all get arrested? There is such 

a bloody thing as fingerprint testing and CCTV footage you know,” 

Shauna fumed. 

“You’re gonna be the death of me honestly.” Shauna added, 

massaging her high forehead with her left hand. 

As the car took a sharp left, Jade literally landed on top of me. 

“Yeah and you’ll be an accessory to the crime scene innit Miss 

getaway driver,” Jade laughed whilst raking her fingers through her 

tousled shoulder length bob. 

“Jade. THIS AIN’T FUNNY. STOP FUCKING ABOUT. I’m 

serious!” Shauna snapped. 

“Oh phleaze Shauna, why you getting so shook for? I ain’t got no 

fricking criminal record for the feds to check my finger prints 

against anyway. I was wearing the glove man. Besides, there ain’t 

no CCTV cameras around that part of Old Street and we were the 

only ones around,”  

If I didn’t know Miss Knight any better, I could have sworn the attack on 

Marlon’s car was premeditated. 

“Don’t act like that ginnal didn’t fricking deserve it,” Jade 

continued, spreading her arms across the backseat head rests.  

I can’t lie. I couldn’t help feeling secretly pleased at Jade’s (maybe 

not so) silent stab of the justice. 

"How could you have been certain that was his ride anyway Jade?" 

Johanna scrutinized, almost as if she had switched into her 

journalist mode. 

"Well, since there ain’t that many car registration plates with the 

name Marlon on them, it didn’t take Einstein to work that out man. 

Anyways, Marcia told me innit." 

 Jade started to crack her knuckles one by one. 

"JADE you liar! I never told you anything. You blimming asked!" I 

shrieked. 

"Anyways, like that matters man. He had that coming. Standard." 

Jade coolly replied. 

Despite feeling on edge, wondering if some feds were gonna pull us 

over at any given second, I couldn’t argue with that. At this very 

moment I had no sympathy for that Marlon or his stinky love 

wagon. 

“Jade, you’ve got serious issues,” Shauna sniped turning up the car 

radio. 

“Whateveerrr Shauna. Save your concerns for the Jeremy Kyle show.” 
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With her shoulders delicately jolting up and down in the front seat, 

I could tell Johanna wanted to burst with laughter. 

“How ironic,” I said instantly recognising the violin intro of the 

next song.  

“I’ll bust the windows out your car….” Jade sang along to the chorus 

of husky voiced Jazmine Sullivan’s fiery hit. 

Puffing like the big bad wolf, Shauna immediately turned down the 

volume. 

“HEY, that’s a tune. Leave it man.” Jade demanded before reaching 

through the gap and turning the car stereo back up to ear splitting 

volume. 

It was obvious that Shauna was too tired to try and oppose Jade 

anymore. Concentrating on the road ahead, it seemed Shauna had 

thrown the towel in, allowing Jade to carry on performing her 

karaoke.  

“I’m glad I did it cos you had to learn…” 

“Oh stuff it….I love this song.” I said finally giving in and shaking 

my shoulders to the rhythm.  

“You deserved it, You deserved it,” Jade started to click her fingers. 

“I ain’t sorry, I ain’t sorry,” Johanna and I howled at the top of our 

voices. 

Talk about an epiphany man. It all made sense now. How Marlon was 

only ever able to take me out every other Friday and funnily  

enough was never around most Sundays. Him having to suddenly 

‘go’ halfway through a phone conversation. For the last couple of 

weeks it was taking Marlon hours, if not days, to call me back.  I 

guess being so busy and engrossed in the day to day running of my 

own life, I totally ignored the signs and put it down to his awkward 

hours of work. So much for bloody Certified Laws of Attraction. Talk 

about a crock of shit. Marcia, you plum! The signs could have been in 

flashing neon lights and I still would have missed them. In a 

sudden moment of bitter sweetness, pain exploded in my chest and 

I found myself on the verge of breaking down into tears. 

“Don’t do it Marcia.” I told myself, swallowing the hardened lump 

in my throat. 
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Chapter 
 

 

IX 
 

Why you playing games, what’s this all about? 
And I can't believe, 
Your hurting me, 

I met your girl, what a difference, 
What you see in her, 
You aint see in me, 

But I guess it was all just make-believe 
 

Love- Keyshia Cole. 
 
 
 
 

Date: Saturday 4th October 2008. 
Location: Outside my block of flats, Wellington Housing Estate, 

Stephens Road, Stratford E15. 
Time: 06:48 AM. 

 
 
Can you believe it? Because I blimming can’t. 

What should have ONLY taken Shauna twenty minutes, thirty 

minutes MAXIMUM dropping us off home, door to door, took over 

a bloody hour! ONE HOUR AND TWELVE MINUTES TO BE 

PRECISE. 

One simple, four letter word…J.A.D.E.! 

Shauna had no choice but to pull over in the City and let Jade throw 

her guts up in some nearby bushes. As if that wasn’t bad enough, 

Miss Knight was adamant she needed a bottle of water and some 

coffee before she went home, otherwise she’d carry on spewing like 

a fountain.  

And nope. 

 It couldn’t just be any bottle of water and coffee. 

Oh noooo. 
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 The water had to be a bottle of Volvic strawberry flavoured Hint of 

fruits, and the coffee couldn’t be from any old twenty four hour café 

in Hackney. 

 Ooooh nooo. 

It had to be a large, chocolate dusted latte from the one located in 

the Tottenham end of Seven Sisters Road! 

Ooooh yes.  

 And guess what bloody mug had to get out of the car, fend off a 

leery gang of coffin dodging perverts, just to get the princess her 

precious cup of stupid coffee?   

The drama didn’t stop there.  

Oh no.  

Even when we reached her place in Leyton, Jade refused to leave 

Shauna’s car until Jerome came down and got her.  

Yes.  

 I had two options.   

A: call Jerome against my will  

or  

B: sit in the car for possibly another bloody hour until her highness 

was ready to get the eff out.  

 I suggested option C:  Just shove Jade out and drive off, but no one 

was brave enough to do it. 

Yep. 

I unwillingly woke the poor git from his peaceful sleep at 

ridiculous o’clock in the morning. Dragging his dishevelled and 

obviously knackered backside out their warm bed into the nippy 

early morning air, Jerome then had to give Jade a piggy back up 

two flights of stairs into their top floor maisonette flat. Boy…… I 

guess if that’s not what you call real love, I dunno what is. 

 

*********** 

“Thanks soo much Shauna,” I said, sticking my head through the 

driver’s window and kissing her on the cheek. 

“No worries…and Marcia, he ain’t worth it you know,” Shauna 

said with a sympathetic smile on her face. 

“I know.” Out of nowhere, a sudden cloud of gloom hung over me. 

“Shauna, it’s been an experience” Johanna laughed dryly. 

 “I’ll call you Monday and let you know if I can make your 

socaerobics class,” Johanna winked in Shauna’s direction. 

“Okay girl. Chat soon.”  
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Reversing and turning the wheel to a full left lock, Shauna zipped 

off into the unusually quiet main road. 

 

It was official. My feet had numbed with an immense, toe curling 

pain. I couldn’t get inside my block quick enough. No sooner had I 

turned my key in the lock, than the old battleaxe’s rat faced mutt 

next door decided to start yapping like a bitch. 

“I tell you what. One day I’m gonna kidnap that blasted dog and 

take it far, far away where no one can hear or ever find it again,” I 

groaned. 

 “Or you could just accidently leave the porch door open and let it 

go and play with traffic on New Plaistow road,” Johanna 

suggested. 

“Errmm nah Simona’s tried that already.” 

 “I tell you what, for an old dear with dodgy hips, that Edna 

literally somersaulted down that landing and shut the door before 

that bloody gremlin even had the chance to jump over the 

threshold,” I said quietly as we entered the flat. 

The remnants of yesterday’s dinner, curried chicken, rice and peas, 

still lingered in the air. Mmmm I hope there’s some left for me. I made a 

mental note to check the fridge later when I woke up. 

 “Ooh yeah, I remember now. Something about how she tried to 

stab Simona with one of her knitting needles afterwards,” Johanna 

whispered, trying not to chuckle. 

“Yeah man. Whoever thinks all old people are cute and cuddly 

obviously ain’t met Edna yet. They’d soon change their mind. She 

makes Cruella De Vil look like a saint,” I whispered. 

Considering that both Ma D and Simona despised having their 

sleep disturbed, we padded passed the living room and crept 

quietly into my bedroom. Kicking off the platforms at the door, I 

immediately cleared the pile of the clothes from my untidy bed 

onto the nearby wicker chair. 

“Ohh my days that feels good.” 

Plonking myself down on the mattress, my tired and limp legs 

aimlessly dangled, whilst my backside adjusted to the hardness of 

the bed. 

“Tell me about it,” Johanna said, wriggling her toes. 

“So…BQ, what you gonna do about Marlon?” 
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That was it. Water welled up in my eyes and my lips trembled in an 

uncontrollable manner. Oh boy.  I don’t know what happened but 

before I could stop it, a flood of tears were cascading down my 

cheeks. In no time at all I was bawling as if I’d lost my marbles.  

“Oh BQ,” Johanna cooed. 

Bouncing up from my worn patchwork beanbag, Johanna hastily 

sauntered over and draped her arms around my shoulders. 

“Sorry Jo-Jo. I promised myself I wasn’t gonna cry over another 

dickhead but it hurts man,” I blubbered. 

I was starting to feel the repercussions of my head-on collision with 

the truth. A hot gush of sobs stung my face, whilst the image of 

Marlon’s boyish smile flittered through my thoughts. I was feeling 

majorly pissed at myself for letting this fool get to me so much. 

“There I was thinking he was my knight in shining armour man. 

Yeah more like a deceptive prick in BacoFoil.”  

“BQ trust you to run jokes at even a time like this,” Johanna 

giggled.   

Nursing the bitter brunt of disenchantment, I wiped my tired eyes 

with the palm of my hands. A million and one nagging questions 

raced through my head. 

What does Monique have that I don’t? Why did Marlon say he really likes 

me? Why did he say he’s single when he ain’t? What was so wrong with 

me that I’m not enough alone for him? Questions, questions and more 

blasted questions. 

“Awwww BQ, I dunno why you always try and go on so tough 

man,” Johanna said letting me rest my head on her shoulder. 

“What else am I supposed to do then?” I hiccupped, deciding to use 

the purple Little Miss Naughty nightdress on my pillow as a 

handkerchief instead. 

“Just let it out innit. Sometimes you’ve got way too much pride 

girly,” Johanna said kissing me on the forehead. 

“I know,” I sighed. 

“You’ll meet a decent guy BQ, I promise. I guess when you least 

expect it. We both know not all guys are wotless pieces of shite. I 

mean look at Jerome and Jade,” Johanna said. 

“Yeah I hear you. Just sometimes, it seriously feels like Jade doesn’t 

appreciate that though man,” I muttered. 

 “Yeah but we all know Jade loves the bones of Jerome in her own 

strange way. Just remember girly, men are like roses,” Johanna 

whispered, resting her head on top of mine. 
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“Yep, yep we’ve-gotta-watch-out-for-the-pricks,” I hummed, wiping 

away the stringy snot drooping under my nose with the makeshift 

handkerchief.  

“Amen!” Johanna laughed, hugging me tighter. 

I didn’t exactly know how much more bullshit I could take from the 

swampy cesspit that was my so-called love life, but right now I was 

too worn out to care. I desperately wanted to sleep.  I didn’t even 

have the oomph to call Marlon and cuss him out like I might have 

done in the past, let alone want to go seven rounds with him. Make 

no mistake about it though, as soon as my batteries were recharged, 

that swine’s phone number, Facebook, MSN contact and not 

forgetting his e-mail were all getting deleted from my life for good! 

“Jo-Jo?” 

“Yep.” 

“Just for the record, I ain’t ever following any more of that Certified 

Laws of Attraction malarkey again okay!” I stated, carefully dabbing 

around my eyelids. 

“Ermm yeah. I think that’s one social experiment we can safely 

say…doesn’t work for everyone,”  

“You can say that again.” I said forcing a wry smile. 

After taking swift showers, quickly running the toothbrushes 

against our teeth and whizzing through our essential cleanse and 

tone routine, Johanna and I were lying down top to tail in my single 

bed. 

“Jo-Jo, fancy coming Oxford Street with me later?” I asked, 

tightening the strings on my ruby red headscarf. 

With my other sister Ameeka’s (Dad and that hard faced goat Donna’s 

daughter) seventh birthday next Wednesday, I needed to get down 

there pronto, especially as I hadn’t even had the chance to think 

about what I would get the little madam as yet. 

“Oh man I would really love to but I’ve got some business to sort 

out,” Johanna said, smearing a dab of Carmex on her lips. 

“Business or bidness?” I asked. 

“Nah man I wish. It ain’t like that girly,” Johanna laughed. 

“Oooohh man, I swear House of Fraser’s having a one day sale and 

all…” Johanna muttered, sounding a little disappointed. 

Oh my days! Trust Jo-Jo to know about which sales were on! 
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 Often regarding herself as the Black and ten times even more 

fabulous version of Sex and the City’s Carrie Bradshaw, there wasn’t 

anything Johanna didn’t know about when it came to all things 

related to style and fashion. 

"Yeah, I've got a meeting with those catering guys over in Catford 

at two thirty. I don’t really wanna spend more than a tenner per 

head if I can help it. It’s only a patty and sandwich kinda spread 

we’re after. Oh Marcia, I've really gotta get a move on you know 

and sort out the rest of November's M.U.C seminar and after party 

properly," said Johanna. 

"Skeen I hear that," I replied. 

"I've gotta double check that Frisky Shotta and Sniper T are still 

available to play a few sets on that date, check if there’s enough 

tickets going on sale…” Johanna stopped for a second. 

 “Then I’ve gotta call Paperboy to see if he can design the flyer by 

the end of this month and I’ve still gotta make sure all the acts 

booked for that day can still perform," Johanna wittered on. 

"Now breathe.” I laughed when Johanna finally took a second for 

air. 

“Oooh my days, talk about Miss Busybody," I added.  

“I know. So much to do, so little time hey,” Johanna sighed. 

“It will all be worth it I’m sure,” I said, remembering how 

successful the last M.U.C event was. 

 “I’m sure it will as well BQ. I should be back in Chingford around 

fivish. Mum’s cooking goats stew and jollof rice for dinner tonight. 

Why you don’t you come on over?” Johanna asked. 

Sitting up with the abruptness of an unsettled spirit rising from the 

dead, my eyes lit up at the thought of such delicacy. 

“Goats stew and jollof rice? Gurlfren’ I’m there, you ain’t gotta tell me 

twice but I can’t have seconds though I’m afraid. Gotta watch the 

old waistline,” I laughed. 

“Yeah right, like Mum will let you leave the house until you look 

like a stuffed turkey,” Johanna stated. 

“Hmmm it will be hard. Very hard indeed but I’m sure I can rise to 

that challenge. Besides I wouldn’t wanna disappoint Aunty Beatrice 

now.” I winked, patting my belly.  
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www.blogOmania.co.uk 
 
NEW BLOG POSTED: by Mz.. Bumper Queen. 
MEMBER SINCE:  12th August 2005                                                  

DATE: Sunday 5th October 2008 
TIME:   03:49am   
PRIVACY  Diary   :
TITLE:  Bare issues and Soggy tissues :-( 
I can’t sleep man.  I really can’t and it’s annoying! I’ve counted bare 
sheep. In fact I’ve counted every last animal in the whole farm yard 
man. I even counted the number of things I would do to that Eski beat 
MC, Wiley if I had just three hours alone with him. I’ve really tried to 
doze off, I promise. It looks like this Insomnia has me on lockdown!  
 
OK, so apparently it’s true.  Men really are like roses… 
BLEURGH, BLEURGH  fcuking 

BLEURGH!  

 
Oh my days. No wonder I’ve been effing it up all this time…I must be 
going to the wrong blasted florist! 
 
No doubt about it. Marlon Reid’s one big thorn I want to yank out of 
my backside! 

Roses are red, violets are blue…Someone please 
tell me….When will Mz.. Bumper Queen ever find 
her boo? 
 
(All answers on a blinking post card please). 
 
Talk about a long ting man…. I give up now!  
No seriously I do.  
It’s beyond funny and I stopped laughing a very long time ago. 
 
It’s ironic how the same thing that gives you jokes has the ability to 
make you ball like a bitch. 

Ashes to ashes. Dust to dust. Mr. Marlon Reid is 
certainly one geezer you can’t blimming trust. 
What do I do from here?  
The grown up thing? 
 The sensible thing?  
Forgive him.? 
Forget him….? 
Move the hell on? 
After all in 3 months 5 days or better still in a total of 98 days…. I’m 
gonna be 23.  
Yes.  
A big woman.  
Yep. Time to let it go I guess….!  
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Part Three….. 

 
Moving on. 

 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 

X 
Forgive and Forget? 
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Date: Sunday 5th October 2008. 
Location: Taking part in an intense Tae Bo class at 

Motivators Gymnasium, Unit 7 Leyton Mills Retail Park, 
Marshall Road, Leyton E10. 

Time: 11:49 AM. 
 
 
“GIVE ME A NICE RIGHT JAB, TAP YOUR TOE,TAP YOUR 

TOE, TURN YOUR HIPS, LEFT JAB…ACCELERATE…YEAH 

THAT’S WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT,”  the fitness instructor, 

Cassie, shouted into the mouthpiece part of her overhead 

microphone. 

“YAH,” I panted, enthusiastically flinging my leg high in the air. 

Take that and that and this. I joyously imagined it was Marlon’s bean 

head I was giving a good beat down to.  

Having spent most of last night counting sheep, staring at my 

signed Trey Songz photo, and even clearing my thoughts by writing 

in my personal blog about this whole crappy situation, sleep still 

deprived me. Don’t think for a second the temptation to call Marlon 

didn’t whizz through me like a zillion times last night, but previous 

experience plus my fiery temper told me it wasn’t so wise. It was a 

major piss take but what could I do? 

Mr. Reid wasn’t going to get another night out of me though. Nope. 

It was time to charge full steam ahead and get on with my life.  

Huge shots of adrenaline pumped through me the harder I pushed 

myself. Giving it all I had for the final twenty minutes along with 

the other highly charged and somewhat sweaty thirty gym 

members, I felt like the bionic woman by the end of the class. 

Bending down to pick up my towel and bottle of water off the 

bench press, someone tapped on my shoulder. It was Cassie. 

“Oh hey,” I said feeling slightly startled. 

For a lady on the wrong side of thirty, gurlfren your body’s something 

most twenty somethings, myself included, would die for man. I couldn’t 

help admiring Cassie’s slim and incredibly toned physique. Oh 

how I envied women who only needed to wear one sports bra, as 

well still being able have their ripped abs on display. Talk about 

showing off. 

“I just wanted to say you’ve been coming for some time now and 

well that’s the hardest I’ve ever seen you work honey. You really 

gave it some welly today. Well done and keep it up,” Cassie 

congratulated, patting me on my damp back. 

What’s she tryna say, I’m usually lazy or something? 
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“Errmm thanks…I really enjoyed it.” I said not sure whether to take 

Cassie’s praise as a compliment or an insult. 

********** 

“Come on. You’re having a bubble, ain’t chah’ Sims! There’s no 

way I’m getting you from all the way down there,” I squawked. 

It was nearly twelve thirty in the afternoon and not only did I still 

need to use the sauna, but I also had some reading left to complete 

for my Business Strategy lecture tomorrow. Let’s not forget I also 

had to make my way back down to Harrow later that night.  

“As if I don’t have enough things to do,” I groaned. 

“Oh come on Marcia, please man. There’s engineering works on the 

Jubilee line and it’s missions to get back to Stratford from Kilburn 

by bus,” Simona whined down the mobile and into my ear. 

“Who told you take yourself off down there in the first place man?”  

I quickly adjusted the straps on my purple and black polka-dot 

tankini top. 

Mental note to self: it might be time for the monthly bikini wax. I 

wrapped the large towel around my matching hot pant style 

swimming trunks.  

“I had to innit. We had some dance show competition in the town 

centre,” said Simona. 

“Alright, I’ll do it on the one condition you do something for me,” I 

sighed, shoving my rucksack back into the gym locker with one 

hand. 

“Yeah what? Wash up for the week, hoover the flat, what? 

Anything,” Simona begged. 

“Hmmm…kiss my big Black foot!” I pressed the END key on the 

phone. 

I swear that Simona suffers from serious bouts of amnesia you know. I 

mean it was only yesterday the girl told me to eff off because I found 

out she’d used up all of my Bulgari perfume. If that wasn’t bad 

enough, the sly little cow decided she’d wear my (fricking expensive) 

sleeveless leather and faux fur gilet to college, not before getting 

Tip-Ex all over it. 

“Younger sisters man! What pains in the rectum.” I muttered 

putting on my shower cap. 
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If I didn’t want to suffer the wrath of the Ma D’s flared nostril glare, 

as well as a ten day, mind numbing lecture about looking out for 

my oh so wonderful sister, I knew I had no choice but to go and 

pick the bitch up.  Just as I was about to call Simona back, a number 

I was half expecting but certainly wasn’t ready for lit up on the 

screen. 

“You alright Marcia?” the familiar voice asked. 

“Oh hey Marlon, I’m cool” I responded as calmly as I could 

through gritted teeth. 

My nerves were all over the gaff. Oh how I want to stick my hand 

down the phone and gag the skunk until he begs for mercy. 

“How have you been?” I asked (not really wanting to know the 

answer). 

“Not bad, just working hard you know.”  

Hmmmm….Working who hard, I wonder. 

“Oh skeen,” I replied. 

A moment of awkward silence hung between us. I could feel the 

guilt from Saturday morning’s incident biting at my bare ankles. 

“So did you get up to anything on Friday?” Marlon asked. 

“Nah, not really just went for Chinese with the girls,” I fibbed in the 

vein hope I sounded convincing. 

“And you?” 

“Seen, that’s nice. Me, I went out with my boys up the West End. 

We went to some bar innit,” Marlon responded. 

Oh my days! YOU BAREFACED LIAR. I struggled to keep my 

composure. 

“You wouldn’t believe it though. My windscreen got smashed 

man,” Marlon said sounding rather pissed off. 

“For real?” I dramatically gasped. 

Oh shit, what if he knows, what if he knows? What if the phone’s tapped? 

What if the feds are waiting outside to arrest me for my part in the crime?  

What if they charge me with aiding a criminal, being in the getaway car or 

perverting the course of justice? Oooooh I don’t wanna spend time at Her 

Majesty’s Pleasure. I wondered how in the world I would survive 

without life’s simple luxuries, such as my hallmarked stainless steel 

precision grip tweezers. 

“Yeah man, bare haters out there man,” Marlon continued, kicking 

me out of my state of panic. 

“Really what happened?” My voice cracked. 
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Taking in a deep breath and trying not to drop the phone, I listened 

with great disdain. 

“Some random dickhead threw a brick through it,” Marlon said. 

Phew. At least he doesn’t know it was Jade then.  

“Yeah man. Man can’t have nuffin' nice without some waste man 

wanting to mash it up.” 

Okay. For one, Jade wasn’t a man. Two, despite being a lot of things 

like naturally hotheaded, aggressive and at times annoying, 

especially when drunk, Jade was far from a waste. Considering the 

girl co-owned a hair salon with her parents and was opening a 

boutique in the new-year with her older sister Jodie-Ann, Jade had 

no reason to be jealous of Marlon’s stupid car. 

 “I’m looking at least two hundred notes to get it fixed man,” 

Marlon said. 

“Oh no man, that’s shame,” I said in a sarcastic, deadpan tone. 

Trust me, that’s a heck of a lot cheaper than your funeral costs mate, 

believe me. 

Don’t ask me why, but all of a sudden I didn’t feel the slightest bit 

of repentance for what had happened to his precious car. 

“Arrh well sorry to hear that,” I said flatly. 

Sorry, my backside! 

“Such is life. These things will happen when you’re riding high 

innit,” Marlon explained, as if it was nothing out of the ordinary.  

Oh my days….when will he learn? I continued to half-heartedly 

listening to lies, lies and more frigging lies. With venomous tales 

about Marlon’s whereabouts that night trickling out of the serpent’s 

mouth at ease, I could feel the happy oasis that had been my mood 

for that morning slowly seeping away. Not even having his most 

treasured possession (second to that Mandingo of a penis of course) 

mashed up didn’t seem to faze him one bit man. 

“So when am I gonna see you again sexy?” Marlon enquired. 

 “I’m gonna have to let you know about that. I’ve actually got quite 

a lot on at work at the moment,” I said coolly. 

Oh how I wish Jade had slashed his tyres too. 

“We’re all busy people innit. I’ll bide my time until I get a chance to 

smack that apple bootay of yours again,” Marlon said confidently. 

Well I hope you’ve got a photographic memory cos that’s the first and last 

time I’ll ever squat on your dick. The cheek of Mr. Arsehole 

Incarnated. The heat of rage was slowly but oh so damn surely 

crawling up my neck. Make no mistake about it.  
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Marlon was brazenly progressing through the bold ranks of the piss 

take league tables at a remarkable pace. 

“You do realise touching this back off is a privilege right?” I joked. 

I so wasn’t joking. 

“I know but stop going on stush man. Acting like you don’t want 

me all over you,” Marlon laughed. 

What like some kinda minging skin rash? Nah I don’t think so love. 

Knock, knock, hello… earth to Mr. Egomaniac. The choke slam, the drop 

kick, the cross chop, the elbow drop, the back flip kick. My mind shuffled 

through a variety of delightful wrestling moves I could perform on 

this fine piece of knob cheese.  

“Nah don’t wanna ruin my manicure,” I concluded looking at my 

sugar pink finger tips. 

Oh my days, this guy reeked of hideous amounts of arrogance. How 

did I not see this before now? I couldn’t lose my cool with him. Not 

now. My pride was making very sure of that. 

“Oooh well yeah, I’m sure I’m worth the wait…Look Marlon, I 

need to go pick my sister up in a minute, can I holler at you later?” I 

suggested balling my fists. 

It was official. Mr. Marlon Reid had finally worked my nerves! 

“Yeah babes, course you can. Maybe we could link up at mine later 

if you like?” he probed. 

Squeezing my lips together, I suppressed the overwhelming urge to 

curse and shout with the graceful manners of an angry fishwife.  

“Hmmm I’ll let you know. I’m supposed to be going back to 

campus tonight. I’ll call you later.” I replied before hanging up. 

I couldn’t work out whether it was this Marlon insulting my 

intelligence or the fact I’d even given him the time of day in the first 

place that was winding me up. Either way I wasn’t just angry. I was 

livid. 

“WHAT AN ABSOLUTE PRICK!” I squealed slamming my locker 

door shut. 

“Calm down Marcia, calm down.” I warned myself whilst strolling out 

of the ladies changing room towards the sauna. 

“Remember its all about moving on.” 
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********** 

“Ahh bliss,” I exhaled some minutes later. 

My body was comfortably slumped against the warm pinewood 

bench. If this wouldn’t take my mind of Marlon, I didn’t know 

what else could.  

Not only did the sauna present the perfect opportunity for me to 

unwind and chillax but it also gave me the sneaky opportunity to 

ogle any new gym talent.   

 “Oh my days…Talk about p-a-r-a-dise,” I whispered, kneading some 

coconut scented body scrub into my skin. 

My thoughts carelessly wandered, as if I was lying on a beach 

somewhere out in the Caribbean, my worries floating away with 

the beautiful crystal blue seas. 

“Lawd have mercy,” my lips dropped open in aghast.  

My eyes were instantly exposed to an even better view. Some 

totally chocolicious piece of buffness had just entered the unisex 

sauna in all his six-pack glory. This was just the distraction I 

needed. He’s nooooiiicccceeee. Biting my bottom lip, our eyes 

instantly connected across the steam filled room.  

“..And he’s got a girlfriend…bummer,” I frowned with 

disappointment, as some girl who could have been the honey 

monster’s identical twin sister trailed in behind him. 

Who’s she? His prison guard or something? I couldn’t help wondering 

who the oaf was, as she threw imagery handcuffs on her man. 

“Oh please gurlfren, you can keep him,” I murmured as the girl 

shot me the filthiest look ever.  

This was probably because she had just caught me slobbering like a 

mo fo. Even though the thick mist acted as a temporary cover, my 

eyes cheekily remained on Mr. Choong Ting. I was determined NOT 

to think about Marlon whilst I was trying to relax. Boy if looks 

could kill, Miss Honey Monster would have been up on a murder 

charge right about now. 

“Calm down, cor blimey, I ain’t even looking at him. I got about a 

zillion and one problems right now love but a minger like you ain’t one 

of them, you get me,” I muttered to myself as I could feel her beady 

eyes boring into me once more. 
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How you got him in the first place, is a huge mystery to me blood. Talk 

about beauty and the beast. OK. OK. Oh bleeting ok. Even I know that 

was a tad bit offensive but I couldn’t help it man. Right now I was on a 

major HATING flex. Staring through the overprotective ogre, I felt 

myself helplessly drifting back into that weird and wacky place again.  

This time I was roaming in between sky scraping cactus plants whilst 

the stiletto heels I must have been wearing, persistently sank into the 

warm sand. It seemed the searing heat had literally strangled 

everything in the desert of moisture. Even the ailing sunflowers looked 

like they were on the brink of death. 

“Gee golly whizz. You’d never git this kinda’ heat in Stratfort’,” I 

moaned whilst Trigger had taken to stopping every other blinding 

second.  

“Poor horsey,” I said as his large jaws gnawed on the few sprigs of 

grass we found a mile or so back. 

I couldn’t blame him really. Staggering through the desert for what felt 

like forever, we hadn’t seen any sign of water springs for almost five 

miles now. 

“Wow, this is really bad,” I gulped, nearing the riotous crowd. 

How am I going to appease all of these people? 

“I guess that’s what comes with being royalty,” I sighed, strangely 

feeling somewhat filled with dread. 

As we drew closer, flames that probably could have been seen a 

thousand miles away, continued to soar into the sky.  

Approaching the bonfire, surrounded by what seemed to be hundreds 

of women, I couldn’t help noticing how every single one of them had 

forlorn and fed up expressions on their faces. 

“SHE’S ARRIVED! COME M.Z. BUMPER QUEEN OH MASTERFUL 

ONE, COME!” demanded a short and stout built lady, wearing white 

tunic style robe. 

 Emerging out of the small wigwam tent adjacent to the bonfire, the 

lady glided along the ground as if she was effortlessly walking on 

water. All of a sudden, in a senseless fluster, the women 

simultaneously stamped their bare feet on the gritty ground. Judging 

by their black charcoal ringed eyes and white powered faces, these 

women could have passed as descendents from the racoon family.  If 

that wasn’t strange enough, the women’s haywire tresses looked as if 

they’d been stolen from the skins of about a thousand electrocuted 

poodles. 
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“By golly, what’s happening?” I questioned, realising that my 

distinctive East London accent had miraculously been replaced once 

again with a thick Texan drawl. 

Gently pushing me into the middle, I found myself surrounded by 

these females, as they pounded the floor and took turns vigorously 

shaking my shoulders and prodding me in the chest. 

“WELCOME MZ BUMPER QUEEN. WELCOME. WE’VE BEEN 

EXPECTING YOU. IT IS I, ELVINA PHOENIX, HEAD OF THE ‘LAST 

STRAW’ TRIBE,” the stout lady announced over the jarring noise.  

What the fu….With just one light shake of the long thin silver rod in this 

Elvina’s right hand, the women automatically stopped in their tracks. 

What’s this? Simons says? The tribe members shut their eyes, bowed 

their heads and dropped to the ground. 

“LADIES WE’RE GATHERED HERE TODAY TO BLESS MZ 

BUMPER QUEEN WITH THE POWER TO CONTINUE HER REIGN 

ON THE THRONE. FOR IT IS ONLY SHE THAT’S FIT TO BE THE 

MONARCH AND TO FIGHT OUR BATTLES” 

Loud mutterings of agreement swirled all around me. Without 

thinking, I instinctively passed Elvina the magic lip gloss that had been 

tucked into my bra for safekeeping. 

“WE ALSO MUST ERASE THE SOUL DESTROYING DISEASE THAT 

HAS POISONED GENERATIONS FOR MANY CENTURIES NOW. 

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH,” Elvina continued, whilst robustly shaking 

my shoulders. 

“Oh great fire, GREAT POWERFUL FIRE. SET US FREE…” Elivina 

proclaimed. 

“Set us free?” I repeated. 

Carefully placing the lip gloss in the palm of her hand, Elvina stretched 

her thickset arm out whilst another member blew a trumpet over the 

small crystal case for what felt like an eternity. 

This is out and bad wacky. Too crazy man. My thoughts continued to fizzle 

whilst the overbearing heat had me frantically fanning my face. Elvina 

tossed the lip gloss onto the bonfire, causing one almighty firework to 

rocket into the air. A mass of luminously bright colours sparkled in the 

sky. Everyone (except me of course) went crazy with what seemed to 

be elation.  Jumping up and down, hugging and patting each other the 

back with much joy, it was the first time I’d seen the women smile since 

I had arrived. 

“STOP!” Elvina shouted shaking her rod once more. 

In no time at all, a pin dropping silence had engulfed us once more. 
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“I granteth you permission to speak sister. Share your legend,” Elvina 

demanded pointing her rod in the direction of a desperately sad 

looking woman. 

“I…I…” the lady stuttered before almost falling to the ground. 

Well I’ll be damned, and there I was thinking Jade’s a fruit loop. She’s amateur 

compared to these females... Oh darn it. 

 I still need to rescue the other mega power chicks. I instantly remembered 

my mission whilst two other tribal members helped the sad looking 

lady back on to her feet. 

“Come on, come on now…time’s ticking,” I muttered. 

 Hoping that this ritual would be over sooner rather than later, I 

patiently waited. 

“It…it all started when he told me I was the only one…..” the sad lady 

stammered as she struggled to compose her sentence. 

A loud surge of “Hmm yeah gurl I’ve heard that before too” sighs fell from 

everyone’s lips. 

 

 

 

 

“Three years later after letting him move in rent free, introducing him 

to my family, giving him money cos his punk ass was laid off of work, 

letting that son of a bitch drive the X5 I’ve worked my ass off for, I find 

out not only does he have faive’ children by four different baby 

mommas, but the man used my ride to go on his pussy prowls and 

pick up hussified bitches,” the sad lady’s lips quivered. 

A resounding round of gasps and “oh no he didn’t” pulsated 

through the smoggy air. 

“Shoot! That man had a nerve…He be driving around in my damn 

car, stunting like it his. I guess I was mesmerised by his tight game 

in the bedroom, ya dig.” the sad lady added. 

“That ol’chestnut. Gits us every dayum time,” the member next to 

the sad lady grimaced. 

“Oooh chile’ the way he used to twork my middle…” the sad lady 

reminisced, licking her lips as if she’d just eaten the world’s tastiest 

chocolate. 

“Uh hum!” Elvina cleared her throat. 

“I’m awfully sorray’. I forgot myself for a quick minute right dere’ ” 

the sad lady gulped, clocking Elvina’s raised brow and squinted 

eye combination. 
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“I’m tired ladies. I’m so sick and tired. I’m fed up of these 

dickmatizing, good for nothing triflin’ ass waste men. I think I’m a 

good woman. Not perfect but a good woman. I just want me a good 

man,” the sad lady pleaded, collapsing to the ground with her 

hands folded in prayer. 

“OOOhhh sister, we know your pain. You ain’t alone. We all in da’ 

same boat. Why they have’ta to come wid’ they crap man?” 

questioned another member.  

“What the HELL is it with these waste men? They can’t help 

dropping deceit and lies like birds drop they shit mayne!” a 

member yelled from across the bonfire. 

“Gurl, we know that’s right,” the sad lady replied.  

“TOO LONG THESE WASTE MEN HAVE BEEN TAKING OUR 

SOULS, DESTROYING OUR FAITH IN EVER FINDING A 

DECENT MAN. NO MORE. NO MORE!” another angry member 

interjected.  

Thunderous murmurs of agreement whirled in and out of the 

crowd. The tension was so thick I was sure that these ladies were 

going to transform into an angry lynch mob at any given moment.  

With just the bat of my eyelids, the next thing I knew, everyone 

gathered around the fire had broken out into a rowdy fit of ear 

deafening tears and wails. Feeling a small lump emerging in the 

back of my throat, it was like I could relate to the women’s anguish 

and hurt. The all too familiar feeling of disappointment and 

anxiousness fell over me. 

“LET IT OUT, LET IT OUT!” Elvina instructed, waving her rod 

around as if it were a wand. 

 The women continued to weep. 

“LADIES LET’S SIT DOWN NOW AND ANOINT MZ BUMPER 

QUEEN. LET HER GO FORTH IN FULFILLING HER DESTINY. 

WE IMPLORE THAT THIS EXTRAORDINARY POWER WILL 

ALLOW HER ROYAL HIGHNESS TO DRIVE AWAY THE EVIL 

SPIRITS AND OUTBREAK THAT IS THE WASTE MAN. IT IS 

IMPERATIVE FOR THE GOOD OF MANKIND THAT THE NICE 

GUYS ARE CAUGHT BEFORE THEY FALL PREY TO THIS 

AWFUL AND HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS DISEASE.” 

Following Elvina’s firm orders, everyone sat down with their legs 

crossed, whilst I remained standing in the middle.  
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“If Mz Bumper Queen can’t do it, no one can… If Mz Bumper Queen 

can’t do it, no one can…”  The members recited, holding hands with 

one another. 

I felt ever so slightly out of place but judging by the ladies reliance 

on me, I knew I was here on a mission. 

“Wooooow!” I gasped. 

 I stared up at the piercing red glow, waiting for the baton of 

responsibility to be bestowed upon me. 

“ON YOUR FEET LADIES, ON YOUR FEET!” Elvina shouted over 

the chants.  

The women started to conduct a double beat ‘soul clap’, whilst 

ferociously stomping the ground. Some took to patting their hands 

over their mouths as if they were Red Indians. 

“Waste, waste, burn that waste. Waste, waste, burn that waste. Waste, 

waste, burn that waste,” they hissed. 

“If I can’t, no one can, if I can’t, no one can,”” I confidently 

repeated, getting caught up in the crazy moment of complete 

disarray. 

The heat from the fire was inching closer. Fatigue was pinching at 

me. I felt overwhelmingly hot. Help! Help! Help! 

“If I can’t do it, no one can….Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrgh!” I squealed.  

 A small splash of liquid shot up my nostrils.  

“Huh, what’s going on?”  I panicked, as cold water trickled down 

my chin. 

Abruptly opening my eyes, I noticed a sea of concerned faces 

staring down over me. 

“Are you ok madam?” one of the Motivators gym staff politely 

asked, holding an empty plastic cup in her hand. 

“I-I’m fine,” I spluttered, feeling extremely confused, before 

launching into a sporadic blend of coughing and choking. 

Now can someone please tell me... Why the heck was I laying on the bench 

OUTSIDE the sauna room?  

“Sorry but you fell asleep in the sauna and when the other 

members couldn’t wake you we had to carry you outside,” she 

continued. 

“Carry me? What and no one injured themselves?” I enquired, 

looking around for any signs of back strain.  

Pinching my nostrils, I squelched the remaining water out of my 

nose. 
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 “Oh shame Marcia…It’s fine,” I said with a light twitter of a laugh, 

trying to sit up. 

“Take your time Miss, it looks like you fainted,” another burly 

member of staff stated, handing me a bottle of mineral water. 

“Thanks,” I croaked, prising my tongue away from the roof of my 

mouth. 

Talk-about- très embarrassant! It was like everyone who was sitting 

inside the sauna, including Mr Choong Ting and his honey monster 

girlfriend, now had their faces pressed up against the sauna 

window, witnessing my demise. 

“Bitch laugh again, laugh again I dare yah!” my thoughts scowled, as 

Miss Honey Monster chortled away at the window. 

OK, I probably deserved it, and well, if it wasn’t me who’d just 

made a complete twit of themselves, I probably would’ve been 

bussing up too. Please don’t tell me I dribbled.  I padded the moist 

skin around the lining of my lips. It took every last drop in my 

sweat drenched body to clasp onto what little dignity I had left. 

“Honestly I’ll be fine. Just a little exhaustion, that’s all. Nothing to 

worry about,” I sighed.  

“Dear God, thank you so much for preventing the exposure of my bikini 

line. Now that really would have been something else,” I silently praised, 

breathing a heavy sigh of relief. 

“GET OUT. QUICK MARCIA. SAVE YOURSELF!” my pride 

screamed. 

“You sure you’re okay madam?” burly staff member number one 

asked for like the thousandth time. 

It was in these rare cumbersome situations I gave even more thanks 

for my chocolate covered cheeks, because right about now I was 

blushing so damn hard, I was probably redder than the average 

tomato. 

“Erm thanks but I think I’ll be okay. I’d better go shower now,” I 

said, trying to slip on my animal print Havaianas flip flops. 

“Wooooah!” I shrieked. 

 Before I could stop myself, I felt my legs giving way and I almost 

stumbled on to my backside. With both arms immediately grabbed by 

a couple members of staff, I sat back down on the bench. 

 “Take your time Miss,” I heard someone say, as I could feel even more 

faces peering over to see what was going on. 
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Standing up with assistance from the kind gym staff, I was 

sheepishly carried away. 

 

After being dragged into the gym’s admin office and forced (against 

my will can I add!) to eat a hard, tooth chipping cereal bar, as well as 

to guzzle the most minging tasting energy drink ever, I was finally 

released. Listen to this madness. Can you believe it? I also spent 

nearly half an hour having to convince the overly concerned 

mother fuggers that I wasn’t suffering from any form of 

malnutrition. Oh come on now did they have impaired vision or 

something? I guess spending an hour and half on the gym cardio 

machines, before taking part in an hour’s tae bo class on  

just two hours sleep the night before and then going into the sauna 

without any having eaten anything, was ever so slightly errrmmm            

….. STUPID! 

 

 

 

 

 

********** 

 “Oh stop being so extra Marcia and please just hurry up errrr,” 

Simona whined.  

“Everyone’s over at Aunty Sandra’s house ‘bout to ‘ave dinner. If 

craven Dwayne gets there before us there’s gonna be no food left 

man and I’m bare hungry!” She impatiently sighed as I tried to 

explain to her that I wasn’t exaggerating.  

 Her big sister really DID just experience a traumatising flash 

between life and death! Despite my feverish attempts to convince 

Simona, I could tell she didn’t believe me. 

“I ain’t lying though Sims, I swear down,” I squealed into the 

phone. 

 “Yeah okay Marcia,” she replied flatly in a ‘whatever, Stop chatting 

shit’ tone of voice. 

“I’m on my way okay. Go hang in Macky D’s or something. I’ll call you 

when I reach. Bye. Bye,” I said abruptly ending the call. 

“Really, why does she think I’m lying? Going on like I’m exaggerating 

or something….Jaheeeeeeeeeeze!” I wondered whilst pulling out the pair 

of black baggy combat trousers from my locker.  

“You’ve got a message, you’ve got a message,” 
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“I really must change that message tone man. It’s like over 

annoying now,” I grumbled, before grabbing the phone up off the 

locker shelf. 

“Oh my days man. There’s really no need for Sims to text. I know 

where she is-“ 

Visibly disturbed by what I was reading, my eyes damn near 

popped out of their sockets. 

 “I MISS U BAD.  

WE NEED 2 LINK UP.  

I CAN’T STOP THINKING ABOUT U. ESP HOW U PUT IT 

DOWN ON ME LAST TIME. 

LINK ME 2NITE, I STILL WANT U 2B MY GIRL. X” 

“IS HE FUCKING CRAZY?” I shrilled so loud that the couple of 

other ladies getting changed near the lockers stared at me in shock. 

“Sorry,” I grimaced before scuppering off back into my cubicle. 

“No really, is he serious?” I asked myself as I sat down on the 

bench. 

“You’ve done did it now Marlon,” I muttered, opening the phone’s 

address book application. 

 “Man’s seriously tryna’ mug me off like,” I hissed in frustration. 

It was getting deep. Marlon had pushed his luck. For no real reason 

at all, my mind swiftly drifted back to the peculiar superhero day 

dream I’d had back in the sauna before I passed out. The details 

were sketchy but I couldn’t help remembering the part where the 

tribal members looked to me to help them eradicate waste men.  

 Well, Marlon never had any problem picking up the bills when we went 

out. He’s bought me lots of gifts, bare bunches of expensive roses. 

Marlon didn’t exactly match the e-fit of a typical waste man in my 

opinion.  

“GET A GRIP MARCIA! From the time man’s trying to deceive you 

with his lies and thinks he can keep two or probably more girls on 

the go as his wifeys then he’s bonafide waste. No doubt about it!” 

my thoughts confirmed. 

“If only I had some form of superhuman power or a magic lip gloss 

to eradicate fools like Marlon,” I sighed. 

Jogging my mind back to reality, I contemplated using the seldom 

touched but highly appropriate tactic for dealing with cheeky sods 

like Mr. Reid. Pacing up and down the small rectangular cubicle, I 

quickly gelled together a foolproof strategy. 
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 “I’m no Wonder Woman, Batgirl or even Buffy the Vampire Slayer but 

no one messes with Mz. Bumper Queen and thinks they gon’ git 

away wid it Ooooakkkaaayyy,” I said with a fake American ‘sistah 

girl’ accent, whilst pressing on Johanna’s number. 

Placing the phone on loudspeaker and putting it on the bench, I 

dragged the wooden set brush a few times through my thick 

volume of spongy hair. 

“He so needs to know who he’s dealing with, you get me.” 

Determined not to let my torrent of raging tresses win, I anxiously 

tied it into a bushy slipknot before gliding my head band on. For 

the good of mankind, it was now time to take a stand against the 

growing epidemic of certain arse wipes and waste man movements 

out there on road. 

“This numpty needs to get acquainted with the FACT as to why I 

put the B in Mz. Bumper Queen,” I jeered, waiting for Johanna to 

answer the call. 

Flexing my semi-toned (okay, actually quite limp) biceps in the 

adjacent mirror, as if I was participating in some kind of 

bodybuilding competition, it was definitely on. 

“Hello.” I picked the phone back up, switching the loud speaker 

off. 

“Hey Jo-Jo, how’s tricks?” I asked. 

 Balancing the phone between my ear and shoulder, I massaged 

thick splodges of shea body butter into my legs. 

“I’m cool girly. Just waiting on Dad to come out of Terminal 4. His 

plane landed like half hour ago. I seriously hope I haven’t gotta 

wait much longer cos I need to finish that speed dating article for 

She’s All That like last week man. Ebony keeps nagging me about 

the editorial deadline. Anyways, how’s you hon? How was the 

gym?” Johanna asked. 

“It was cool you know,” I said, deciding not to fill her in on my 

near death experience. 

After all, I didn’t want Johanna to worry. 

“It’s relieved some of my stress and all, so I can’t really complain. 

Look Jo-Jo, do me a huge favour please. Can you get hold of that 

Monique’s mobile number like ASAP?” 

“Hmmm……sure. I thought you were gonna allow it though? I 

mean, what happened to all that I’m too grown for this crap stuff you 

were saying last night?” Johanna asked, sounding confused. 
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“I was! I really was but that Marlon’s proper overstepped the mark 

Jo-Jo. Man proper thinks I’m an eediot’ asking me to go over his 

tonight and shit. Sorry but it went past optional time ago. It’s 

obligatory now. It’s time to-let-the world-know just how sweet he 

really is. Phleaze see if you can get hold of that camera guy Jason.  

Tell him I’ve got an exclusive. This footage is guaranteed to get 

loads of hits,” I said with an unshakable sternness in my voice. 

 “Are you pretty sure though BQ? Cos if you do this you know 

there’s no going back right?” Johanna asked. 

“Double sure Jo-Jo,” 

“Positive?” 

“Affirmative.” 

“Ooops someone’s gonna get it. I so pity the fool that messes with 

you,” Johanna chuckled. 

“Innit. You done know Jo-Jo,” I laughed. 

“I hear you hon. Let me call one of the Live Vibe’s PR team and 

Jason. Ding me if you need me to do anything else, and don’t forget 

to let me know when to log on online,” Johanna replied. 

“Awww thanks babe but I think I’ve got this one, and don’t worry 

there’s no way I’ll forget to tell you the broadcasting time. Ciao.” 

No sooner had I ended the call to Johanna, I immediately opened a 

blank text message. 

“OK WILL LINK U L8A.  

IF U THINK U HAD A GR8 TIME B4, UR IN 4 A TREAT 2NITE :-).  

TRUST ME U AINT GONNA NO WOTS HIT U BY THE TIME I’M 

FINISHED WITH U BABES XX,” I typed, whilst playfully licking 

my top lip. 

“OH CRAP. The time! I’d better hurry up and get that cow,” I 

frowned looking at my watch.  

If I was lucky and managed to avoid any major traffic, I could be 

back in East London within the next two hours, leaving me plenty 

of time to set my master plan in motion.  

“Lovely jubbly,” I cooed, thinking of what to wear. 

It also would leave just enough time to nip home and get changed 

into that eye popping silver and teal green embellished jumpsuit, as 

designed and handcrafted by Jade. That exclusive piece of treasure 

accentuated my EE’s without exuding tackiness, whilst the outfit’s 

nipped in waist complimented my rounded backside. 

“Reel him in like a sucker,” I mused. 

 “You’ve got a message; you’ve got a message,” 
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“LUK 4WARD 2IT BABES. X,” Marlon replied. 

“So do I….So-do-I,” I repeated as my face broke out in a sly grin. 

Just as I was pulling my limited edition black and gold Teddybear 

club hooded sweater over my head, the phone buzzed again with 

another text. 

My eyes eagerly skimmed the incoming message. 

“THANKS JO-JO. CHAT L8A X” I replied, feeling extremely 

satisfied that not only did I now I have Monique’s number but even 

at such short notice, Jason the camera guy was available. Now 

please. Any confusion regarding my forthcoming actions isn’t 

necessary. I wasn’t about to join the probable legions of bitter 

women willing and ready to testify against Marlon’s stupid 

backside. Nope. I was going to go one better.   

“Time to get the ball rolling.” 

Bending down and quickly fastening the Velcro straps on my black 

Nike Air Rifts, I stood back up and swiftly adjusted the tightness of 

my head band. It wasn’t about having tufts of my unruly hair 

sticking out everywhere. 

“Right! Time for action,” I said jangling the car keys to ‘Dee Dee’, 

my cherry red Nissan Micra CC convertible in my left hand. 

“What happened to moving on…forgiving and forgetting?” my 

conscience quizzed, whilst I picked up my rucksack. 

"I'll forgive and forget tomorrow man. Right now someone needs to 

be taught a quick lesson about messing with the wrong chick, you 

get me.” I muttered, flashing an unstoppable smile.  

“Mr. Marlon Reid, I’m gonna make you famous baby!" I teased 

whilst thumbing the huge ‘bitch’ plaque on my oversized gold heart 

shaped bamboo earrings. 
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Part Four….. 

 
Confessions of 

an East L-Town 
Diva 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date: Sunday 5th October 2008. 

Location: Outside Victoria Park, Grove Road, Popular, E3. 
Time: 21:47. 

  
 
“MARCIA WHAT’S GOING ON? MARCIA, MARCIA YOU’D 

BETTER COME BACK NOW MAN! ” I could still hear his pathetic 

squeals ringing in my ears. 

Shooting across the road, the heels of my Faith khaki brown wedges 

thudded on the pavement as we fled the scene.  

“Let’s go this way,” Monique puffed, her eyes examining the dimly 

lit street as it narrowed into darkness. 

The two of us were running so fast I was surprised that neither of 

my boobies had bounced out and socked me in the face. 

 “OI WATCH IT,” some guy yelled from one of the houses, as we 

hurdled over the scattering of cardboard boxes obstructing our 

path. 

With every stride, the gold-chained bag strap across my left 

shoulder clanged against my black leather bomber jacket.  

Taking a sharp left, we leapt behind a battered white van parked on 

Old Ford Road. 
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“Where’d you chuck it?” Monique asked. 

I struggled to get my breath back. “Somewhere in the bushes.”                                                                                                                                                                          

Sliding the paisley print floppy hat back off of her forehead, 

Monique glanced over in the direction of the park.  

“Talk about noisy,” I muttered, whilst the loud shrill of police 

sirens rang in our ears. From what we could just about see, sheer 

pandemonium had broken loose on the park grounds. One by one, 

the eager stampede of the ‘You Got Shamed Up’ production crew and 

the clown-masked host, scuttled their way through the unhinged 

part of the park’s iron gates.  

“Oh deary, deary me. Whatever’s the problem in Vicky Park? ” I 

snorted, whilst trying to suppress a giggle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<<<REWIND <<< 
 

…20 minutes earlier… 
 

 “Look yeah, it’s no skin off my nose but if you don’t wanna get 

exposed on road, you’d better make sure you keep your face and 

head covered, you get me!” he firmly ordered. 

“Yes sir,” I sighed, rolling my eyes in irritation. 

Oh my days. Just because I refused to swap my signature wedges for 

a musty old pair of plimsolls, I was starting to think this Jason guy 

was taking me for a complete and utter fool. I mean, doesn’t he 

know that collaborating such footwear with this jumpsuit would 

totally assassinate my WOW-whose-that-boom-ting factor?  Besides, 

there wasn’t any room for error within this procedure.  Not only 

was my reputation hanging in the balance but the slightest fudge 

up had the potential to send my career tumbling down that 

corporate ladder faster than it took me to scoff 6 custard filled 

Krispy Kreme doughnuts (2 minutes and 10 seconds to be exact!). 

“Give me some credit people. I know what I’m doing. Okay,” I said 

glimpsing the collective scowls etched on the production crews’ 

faces.  
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Drawing a deep breath, I made one final adjustment to the brain-

squeezing wig cap, before slipping on an old pair of sunglasses. 

“Oh watch you Marcia, you’re rocking that divatude girl,” Monique 

laughed. 

“I…I…I do try,” I beamed, gulping back gigantic ripples of 

nervousness. 

Monique patted down the curly perm wig we’d borrowed from 

Jade, before placing her floppy hat on top of it. 

“Is the live streaming linked up?” Jason asked, staring his runner 

Tyrone dead in the eye. 

“Yeah man, I’ve checked all the online connections and 

everything’s criss.”  

This is REALLY it! Before I even had a chance to organise my 

anxious thoughts, the Nokia vibrated in the palm of my hands. 

“It’s him.” Everybody froze. 

“Answer it then!” Jason commanded. 

Moments away from telling this Jason to shove his narky attitude 

and his precious camcorder right where the blinking sun don’t 

shine, I pressed the green phone key button instead.  

“Marlon, hi hon, you okay?” I asked, raising my eyebrows in 

Monique’s direction. 

“You’re five minutes away, okay cool. Meet you near the entrance. 

…Yeah...Yep… Yeah… bye.” 

“Let’s go, go, go, go!” Jason ushered the production crew towards 

the park. 

Whether I was ready or not, it was time to execute the master plan.  

“Marlon’s gonna pay! I dunno where he thinks he’s going with that 

player crap. That prick was on my case for years you know, telling 

me about how he’s ready to settle down and be a one woman man now. 

Why the heck did I believe him? I wished I had never given him the 

time of day man. My big bro’ warned me about guys like Marlon. I 

should have listened to him. Oh well, good luck girl,” Monique 

gassed, slapping me on the back. 

“Cheers,” I sighed, watching her toddle off to catch up with Jason. 
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********* 

It was hard to tell what was moving slower; the wino across the 

road nursing his can of White Lightening or the rhinestoned hands 

on my watch.  

Almost ten minutes later, and waiting for Marlon yet again felt like 

an eternity.  With a variety of odd stares, and even some sniggers, 

dished out from passers-by, there were many other things I would 

have preferred to have been doing on a damp night like this. You 

can guarantee looking like I’d just walked all the way from 1974 

wasn’t one of them mate! 

 “Talk about running on Black people’s time,” I muttered, glancing 

across the roundabout in search of his car.  

Just what I need! It wasn’t about those two hooded rug rats circling 

around on mountain bikes coming over to my side of the road. 

 “Marcia, is that you?” a familiar voice rumbled from behind me. 

“Oh hey!” I shrieked, practically jumping out of my skin.  

Twisting around to meet his embrace, I greeted Marlon with an 

uneasy smile. Come on Marcia you’ve got to do this man. Eye and of the 

tiger and all that shizzle. Doesn’t Ma D always say you’re a drama queen? 

Well now’s the time to show it! 

“I’d recognise that back off anywhere,” Marlon grinned, his two 

huge dimples denting his cheeks. 

“I bet you would,” I grumbled through a plastic grin. 

He hugged me tighter than he ever had before, and the only desire I 

felt was to knee him in the goolies and run for my life. 

“You okay? You seem a bit tense b,” Marlon said kissing me on the 

forehead. 

“Me? Tense? Never. Just glad to see you hon. It’s been a while 

…..Where’s your car?” I asked. 

“That’s why I’m late b. The auto screen repair people held me up 

innit, but the window’s fixed now. I’ve parked her down the road.” 

I’m so pleased for you dick shit! 

“Errr Marcia, what’s with the wig and sunglasses. Who you hiding 

from?” Marlon enquired with a bemused expression on his face. 

“Ahhh you’re so funny Marlon. Me? I’ve got no reason to hide 

anything. What you see is what you get with me sweet cheeks, you 

know that. Seriously though, you know we’ve been seeing each 

other for a little while now and well yeah I think it’s about that time 

we took it to the next level,”  
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Sensually caressing his hand, I could only hope that he was biting 

my bait of sincerity hook, line and sinker. Marlon continued to feast 

his lust-filled eyes on the EE assets peeping out of my jumpsuit. 

“Really? Sounds interesting but why here? Why didn’t you just 

come to my yard and show me there?” he asked, slipping his car 

key fob into the back of his brown cargo pants. 

“If I’m gonna be your girl it’s important I reveal all sides of me 

innit. Oh I dunno’,” I sighed heavily. 

“I guess sometimes it just feels like I’m leading a double life. You 

do know what I mean right? Pretending to be someone I’m not and 

well…if we’re going to be in a relationship, I’ve gotta’ keep it realer 

than real right? ” I winked.  

“I hear you b, so what side are you revealing tonight then?” Marlon 

eagerly asked as I led him by the hand to the park gates. 

“My alter ego…... Mz. Bumper Queen. Umm she’s got a little bit of 

a freaky side she wants to introduce you to, if you get my drift.”  

“Hmmm I’m liking the sound of this alter ego already.” Marlon bit 

his bottom lip. 

“I thought you might. Follow me and you can get personally 

acquainted.” I grinned with the same broadness of a beauty 

pageant contestant. 

 Letting me know he was more than up for discovering Mz. Bumper 

Queen, Mr Reid temporarily pressed his hardened pride and joy 

against the palm of my hand. I know. It’s a blinking shame I forgot to 

pack my antibacterial hand gel!  Glancing around, I checked that the 

coast was clear and pushed the unhinged park gate to the side. 

Once I was in, I invited Marlon to pull his tall frame through the 

gap. 

********** 

It wasn’t even ten seconds later and we were hastily trudging past 

the manicured bushes, whilst moonlight spilled across the pond. 

”Uhhh Marcia this is proper random man. Why here? Are we going 

to a dogging session or something cos’ getting involved in them 

kinda tings ain’t really my scene b. No really. Where you taking 

me?” Marlon quizzed. 

“Marlon hon, baby, do you trust me, the way I trust you?” 

“Yeah course I do man.” 
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“Well wait and see innit,” I purred in the sweetest voice possible, 

tightening my grip on his hand.   

Marlon needed to stop yakking already. We didn’t want to draw 

attention to ourselves…well not just yet. Treading on the soggy 

grass, I made my way to that particular spot hidden behind bushes 

and covered by the kind of humongous willowy trees you usually 

saw in those classic horror flicks. A faint shadow of light, provided 

by a lamppost outside the park, shone on the rounded contours of 

Marlon’s face. I zoomed in on the flurry of crunching coming from 

behind a set of tall bushes nearby. Anxious not to divert his 

attention, or blow my cover, I eagerly pushed Marlon up against 

the railings. 

“Easy tiger,” he laughed, snaking his beefy arms around my waist.   

Tenderly cupping his bristly chin in the palm of my hands, I 

stroked the tip of his bobble-topped nose. 

“So where’s this Mz. Bumper Queen then?” Marlon murmured, the 

warmness of his breath flushing my cheeks. 

 No time like the present Marcia. Switch that alter ego on full blast girl! 

Swirling around, I daringly nestled my bottom into his groin and 

backed up on that thing so hard, I thought Marlon was going to 

collapse with premature satisfaction. 

 “Oh Mz. Bumper Queen? she’s right here.” 

“Really now…” His lips skimmed up and down the side of my 

throat. 

Turning back around, my gaze fell upon Marlon’s face. In true Mz. 

Bumper Queen style, I took to rubbing my hands up and down his 

broad chest. 

“Marlon baby, take off your hoodie. I wanna feel you, up close and 

personal,” I crooned, hooking a finger through his belt loop. 

Oh my days, give me a gold medal! I was spitting some seriously 

cheesy lyrics but it must have been working a treat, as he unzipped 

that Avirex hoodie without any hesitation. 

“Is that my phone ringing?”  I mumbled, rooting around in my 

handbag. 

“I can’t hear anything. I hope that all in one thingy’s got easy access 

b, cos man’s feeling frisky you get me,” Marlon smiled, pulling the 

hoodie off of his vest clad shoulders. 

Just as Marlon tugged off the other sleeve, I fluffy handcuffed his 

left hand to one of the railings behind him. 
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“Marcia, what the fuck you playing at? You’re a nutter man!” he 

rasped, trying to yank the chain off of the fence.  

“Marlon chillax babes, no need to get all vex. This is all just apart of 

Mz. Bumper Queen. She uh…just likes to be in control, you know 

dominate,” I grinned. 

“Dominate? I don’t know if I like this Mz. Bumper Queen you 

know. You/she/whoever are probably gonna start whipping me or 

some crazy shit like that next,” Marlon snarled. 

Purleaze don’t tempt me!  

“There’s no need to be like that Marlon baby. I’m just having a little 

fun, that’s all,” I whispered, my fingers dancing excitedly across his 

tense pectorals.  

“I ain’t into all that come dominate me I’m your bitch shit.  Do I look 

like a pussy hole to you? Nah man, I don’t get down with them 

flexes. UNDO THIS STUPID CUFF MAN!” he demanded, as his 

chest swelled with impatience.  

Using his free hand, Marlon gave one almighty push which almost 

sent me flying across the green. Don’t bottle it Marcia.  

 “Calm down. Calm down. I’ll take it off in a minute I promise, just 

chillax.  

Look, if you keep making up all this noise, the feds are gonna come 

innit, and when they do they’ll wanna know why we’re here in the 

first place, and well…you wouldn’t want that would you,” I sighed.  

I backed even further away from him as he tried to make a grab for 

my arm. I’d seen Marlon ‘the sweetest guy on earth’, even Marlon 

‘the sly son of bitch cheat’ but boy oh boy’ witnessing Marlon ‘the 

beast’ was totally different kettle of fish. 

“I don’t care ‘bout no feds! Get this handcuff the FUCK off me man. 

If you don’t unlock dis ting, you ain’t coming out of this park 

alive!” Marlon barked, like a wild dog on a leash.  

“Oh Marlon, you’re such spoilsport. Not such a nice guy now ahy,” 

I tutted, sticking my arm in the air and giving that hand signal. 

Surfacing from behind the other set of bushes, Monique stormed 

her way over. 

“Well. Well. Well. So what do we have here then?” she quizzed, 

getting right up in Marlon’s face. 

“Monique! What…what you doing here?” he gulped.  

Marlon’s thick eyebrows knitted in what must have been confusion. 

Those pretty eyes of his darted from me to Monique, then back onto 

me again, before his gaze settled on his mud-caked Converses. 
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“Busted…yah brute,” I smirked, folding my arms. 

 Woooohoooo!  I wish I had taken a photo of the dumbstruck look 

plastered across his stupid face. Hang on. I didn’t need to. 

 “Look it’s not what it seems alright. Me and Marcia, we…we just 

did a ting innit. Time ago. Nothing serious b. You’re the wifey,” 

Marlon pleaded. 

Pardon me? Did a ting? Nothing serious? Time ago? Oooooh HELL-TO-

THE-NO! Last week was hardly ‘time ago’! Oh my days, it seemed that 

this guy would sell his own mother down the river just to get 

himself out of trouble. 

“It’s getting proper cold out here innit Marcia?” Monique calmly 

said, ignoring Marlon’s weak appeal, and tossing me his hoodie. 

“This is going too far now. Bare madness! Allow me man and give 

me back my fucking hoodie,” Marlon warned. 

“Or what pookie?” I goaded, placing the handcuff key inside the 

front pocket. 

“Carry on running that mouth of yours Marcia. You stitched me up 

you fucking bitch. You’re dead meat. Believe that!” Marlon snarled. 

“Is that so rude boy?” Monique pulled out another set of handcuffs 

from inside her trench coat.   

Before Marlon even had the chance to react, she’d shackled his right 

hand to another one of the railings.  

“Yous lot are taking the piss man. Just you…” 

“Save it for someone who cares you prick-arsed waste man,” 

Monique quipped, placing strip of black masking tape over 

Marlon’s gob. 

 Knowing I had to act fast, I yanked off my wig and leapt in 

Marlon’s direction.  All I needed to do now was to get the blasted 

thing on his head. 

“Keep still will you. This for your own good superstar,” I 

whispered as he put up a fierce struggle.  

Marlon wasn’t paying any mind to me. Ladies, I have a quick 

question. Have you ever tried overpowering a sturdy six foot three 

piece of man (and noooo I’m not talking about in the bedroom)? 

Neither had I until tonight.  

Marlon gave a good fight though, with all that veins popping out of 

the neck, I’m the Incredible Hulk  kinda’ shizzle. I guess being 

restrained by two pairs of sex toys probably reminded him that he 

wasn’t.  
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“She said keep still!” Monique kissed her teeth and grabbed a fistful 

of Marlon’s crotch. 

 Considering how quickly his head dropped to one side, with a 

lonesome tear drizzling from the corner of his eye, I could only 

guess Marlon had finally succumbed to my request. Placing the afro 

over his head with ease, my part in the operation was almost done.  

 “Awww now doncha look pretty picture,” I beamed, fiddling with 

the wig, and placing my sunglasses on him.  

The look wasn’t complete until I had tied a dingy old white 

headscarf across the lower half of his face. 

“Come on let’s go. They’re ready,” Monique said, looking off into 

the distance. 

I couldn’t help taking one last sweeping glance at the rogue pig, 

wriggling like a fish out of water. “Okay.” 

Just as we made off across the grass, Monique stopped and dashed 

back to Marlon. Why, why, why!  As if it is wasn’t bad enough that 

fear already had me standing on wobbly legs, Monique cutting 

down our escape route time wasn’t helping.  

“Umm. What you doing Monny?” I gasped, staring at the cluster of 

bodies heading in our direction.  

“Sorry, one final touch. Let’s show all the girls exactly what he’s 

got.” Monique yanked down Marlon’s trousers. 

The combination of unease and the need to buss out with laughter 

itched through me.  Those Superman boxer shorts looked oh so cute 

against those steely thighs of his. 

“Let’s splurt,” instructed Monique grabbing me by the hand. 

No sooner had we scrammed, than Marlon was ambushed by the 

‘You Got Shamed Up’ crew. Okay Mr Reid, let’s see what you can do now 

sweet cheeks.  Bright white camcorder lights flickered across his half-

naked body, whilst the clown-masked presenter, covered in a 

monk-style cloak, started to interview him. Oh my days! Can you 

believe it? All that hard work of incarcerating the blinking fool and 

time didn’t even give us a chance to eavesdrop on the live 

exposure! Oh well, I’ll watch it online tonight. 

 

I couldn’t remember much after that point. I mean, everything from 

dumping that Marlon’s hoodie in some random bushes, to even 

getting away from the park, just rushed by in a mist. 
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>>>FAST FORWARD>>> 
 

Date: Sunday 5th October 2008. 
Location: Ellesmere Road, Poplar E3. 

Time: 21:54. 
 

“Go away!” I huffed half-tempted to stick my foot right up the 

furry thing’s backside. 

For some odd reason, some stupid black cat kept trying to weave in 

and out of my legs as we hurried down the street. The blustery 

wind rattled a few empty drink cans across the pavement. Swiftly 

glancing over my shoulder, the road remained lonesome and there 

wasn’t any sign of anyone chasing us.   

“Let’s walk. I’m parked just over there,” I managed to let out, as I 

stopped, gasping for air. 

“Fine with me, I hate all this running anyway but guess what…..We 

did it!” Monique shrieked as we high-fived each other. 

“Afro man, consider yourself shamed up bruv!” we chanted in unison, 

quoting the show’s legendary slogan. 

“Let me drop you back to Lewisham,” I insisted. 

“Are you sure? Only if you don’t mind,” Monique smiled.  

“Don’t be silly man. It looks like it’s gonna piss down in any minute 

now. Anyway it’s the least I can do.” 

Interlinking our arms in triumph, we strolled towards my car. My 

fingers couldn’t stop trembling with excitement, whilst my chest 

amplified every heartbeat. 

“I still can’t believe we pulled that off,” I sighed, unlocking my car 

door. 

“I know but that was jokes. Marlon so had that coming,” Monique 

giggled, slipping in to the passenger’s side. 

“Tell me about it,” I replied, tugging off the wedges and replacing 

them with my comfy air rifts. 

Just as I turned the key in the ignition, light beads of rain started to 

slither across the windscreen.  

“We have to keep the link you know Marcia. I think we’ve got so 

much in common,” Monique said, jerking the seat belt across her 

chest. 

“What do you mean, like our crappy taste in men?”  

“Well yeah there is that, but seriously you seem proper down-to-

earth Marcia. Not stush like some girls I know.” 
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“Awww that’s sweet, likewise girly. You’re safe too man. I don’t 

have much time for stush people either. They do my nut in. Talking 

of linking up, my girl Johanna’s holding another M.U.C. seminar 

and rave next month. You should come you know.”  

“Yeah, I’ve heard a lot about those M.U.C. events. I’ll definitely 

show my face. Sorry Marcia one sec, my brother’s calling.” 

Monique pressed ‘answer’ on her Samsung. 

“Wassup King, you alright?” she said, rolling her eyes in my 

direction. 

 King? That name rings a bell.  

“Are you sure? Erm nah, I don’t remember seeing  

it….Okay…Okay. You put it in my bag, when?” Monique rifled 

through the contents of her shoulder bag and fished out a black 

leather wallet. 

“Found it. Yeah. Yeah. Yes 

King….Capiche…Caaaaapeeeesh….bye…King!” 

CAPICHE?…Oh my days! I never thought I’d hear that again in this 

lifetime.   

 

 

 There was only one person I could think of, who used to utter that 

word like it was going out of blinking fashion. Within seconds of 

Monique ending the phone call, sharp bolts of thunder and 

lightening simultaneously flashed through the dark night sky.  

“Sorry about that. Big brothers, they’re sooo annoying. Marcia you 

okay? You look like you’re gonna pass out. ” Monique gawked at 

me with concern. 

“Nah …I…I…I’m just a little tired. King…is that your bro’s name?” 

I asked, out of curiosity of course! 

“Well that’s his nickname. His name’s Kingsley but nobody really 

calls him that. Whydya ask?” 

“Ah no reason really. I thought it might be some guy I knew back in 

the day who was called King too. He’s from South as well… 

Croydon I think.”  

He so didn’t live in Croydon . 2006 was hardly back in the day but it 

was long enough for me to forget though! The mere mention of that 

man’s name slammed me right back to into time, propelling cold 

shivers down my spine. 

“I doubt it’s the same guy though, cos the King I knew was 

Jamaican born,” I confirmed.  
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With my pulse racing at an all time high, I furiously tried to think 

of ways to change the stupid subject.  I couldn’t help wishing my 

gut pangs were wrong, oh so wrong. Besides it was way too 

coincidental: it couldn’t be him…Well at least I hoped it wasn’t. I 

mean, she didn’t even look like him. 

“Wow. Are you sure cos my brother, King was born in Portmore 

you know, came here like 8 years ago. Well he’s my half-brother.  

We’ve got the same pops, different mums. Is the King you know 

kinda coolie looking? Long plaits…? Got a bit of a lisp?” Monique 

enquired. 

 A bit of a lisp? From what I remembered, the guy pretty much 

showered me with spit every time he spoke. Okay, that wasn’t 

strictly true but it wasn’t far off. It didn’t matter either way, because 

that was then.  I was starting to wonder why I even opened my big 

trap in the first place.    

“Nah, I can’t remember to be honest. It was a while ago now. 

Besides, I’m sure the guy I know went to Canada when 

his…um…his catering contract finished,” I said in a reassuring 

tone. 

 I could only hope Monique wouldn’t be able to tell that I was lying 

my big old backside off.  

 “Seen, okay. Oh look, King’s on my screensaver… well it’s the both 

of us.  I took it when we were in Jamrock for our Grandparents 50th 

wedding anniversary back in July.” Monique shoved her phone 

right in my face. 

SHIT! Just one look at that familiar smile, basking in the sunshine, 

and a torrent of flashbacks flooded my mind. Taking a closer peek 

at Monique, she obviously didn’t  favour him, being a trillion 

shades darker and with sharper features but they both possessed 

identical droopy puppy dog eyes, except Kingsley’s eyelashes were 

so thick and long they could have swept the floor. Seriously, can my 

luck get any worse? Why did the one guy I wanted to forget ever 

existed, have to be her gawd damn brother?  

“Oh no hon. That’s definitely not the same person. Cute picture 

though. You two seem proper tight.” I grimaced, whilst my 

stomach sank into oblivion. 

“Yeah, he and my other brothers really get on my nerves sometimes 

though.  
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It’s so annoying being the only girl, cos they’re so protective, 

especially King, but I love them all to pieces. If any girl tries to fuck 

with any of them, it’s war, trust.  Don’t ask me why but I think 

you’d really like King if you met him you know,” Monique cooed. 

How much you wanna bet girly?  That was it. I needed to drop 

Monique home as soon as possible, change my mobile number and 

oh yeah if possible, change my name by deed poll. If I could get a 

visa in time, leave the country on a permanent basis too. 

 That sickening doting little sister singing his fricking praises routine 

was really starting to get on my wick as well!   

“Oh how sweet,” I sighed, opening the new message on my phone. 

As expected, I received a delightful little text from Marlon 

informing me that ‘I should watch my back.’ 

“Join the queue and kiss my big toe, you dickhead!” I sighed, 

shrugging off the threat and chucking the phone into the cup 

holder.  

One foul move from that egoistical twat and I had no problem 

revealing to the gazillion online viewers, the true identity behind 

Marlon’s new found fame as an anonymous Internet star.  

 If he was anxious for his boys and everyone else he knew to find 

out too, he just had to test me. 

“Was that Marlon?” Monique asked, disrupting my thoughts. 

“Erm yeah,” I sighed, determined not to make eye contact. 

 “That eeeediot got away lightly if you ask me. If he even thinks 

about trying anything, just tell me Marcia. My brother will make 

sure he never sees the light of day again. I’ll tell you something for 

nothing, King doesn’t ramp, you know!” Monique scowled. 

After my previous encounter with the virtuous King, I was 

certainly witness to that testimony. No matter how sweet she 

seemed, I couldn’t bring myself to confess to Monique. Tell her that 

actually, I knew her brother, maybe a lot better than she might have 

imagined. I had to think fast. All this denying the truth shizzle was 

tiring man.  At this rate, Monique was going to think I was no 

better than Marlon , with all the porkies I’d just told her. Maybe 

she'll understand if I explain. There was only one way to find out. 

“Look Monny, can I just drop…” 

“Oooh sorry Marcia, King’s calling again…Yes King. What do you 

want now? Okay. Okay. What do you mean you need it? Who told 

you to put your wallet in my bag in the first place though? 
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 Nah man, I’m not at home. What’d you mean where am I? It’s none 

of your business King I’m 24, jaheeeeeze… What?... Huh?... I’m not 

a baby!... Okay… Okay. .. I’ll meet you at Streatham Hill train 

station. I dunno. ..I’ll call you when I’m on my way 

man...Whatever…Capiche!” Monique huffed. 

Shrouded by gloom and the continuous droplets of heavy rainfall 

pelting the car roof, my ears burned at the realisation I had just 

walked into my worst nightmare. 

“Marcia, I know this is a bit cheeky and I’ll give you the petrol 

money but do you think you’d be able to drop me to Streatham Hill 

station instead please? Just King’s moaning cos he wants his wallet 

back. He said it’s got his security pass in it.” 

“Erm, well I dunno. I mean times getting on and I…I still need to 

get back to uni and all that.” I gulped. 

“Nah, I understand. Don’t worry. That’ll teach him to dump his 

crap in my bag next time.  Imagine, he’s only just been promoted to 

Senior Accountant but the guy still can’t remember to walk with his 

wallet, let alone his swipe card,” Monique giggled, slipping her 

phone inside her trench coat. 

Oh my days, he finally made it to Senior Accountant then! …Gooooooo 

King…Not that I cared though. Nope not one bit, honest.  I hardly 

thought about him these days…well maybe the odd time here and there.  

I stared out of the window, observing another series of thunder and 

lightening zooming across the sky. It really wasn’t about clapping 

eyes on that man tonight or ever. It wasn’t sitting particularly well 

on my conscience, the thought of not taking Monique all the way to 

Streatham either, especially as it was getting late. . Maybe I could just 

drop her just short of the train station. Yeah that's what I'll do, drop her 

down a side road or something. Maybe I was lying too. Maybe I 

wanted to see him. No, no I don't. 

“This weather’s sooo nasty man. I’m gonna’ take you to meet… 

Ki - Ki…your brother. I’ll stay in East tonight and make my way to 

lectures early tomorrow. I filled up the tank earlier so don’t watch 

the petrol money,” I smiled. 

“Are you sure? ... Cheers Marcia, you’re a star.” Monique sank back 

into the seat and waved her hands in front of the blower heater. 

“No worries,” I fibbed. 

Cranking the volume up on the CD player, the timeless sounds of 

Garnett Silk flooded through the car speakers. 
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“Newfound love is like a brand new toy. 

It fills you up, you wanna burst with joy. 

When you’re in love it’s a wonderful thing. 

Your mind at rest, you wanna try your best. 

Prepare a place in your heart. That’s where it all start. 

A place in your heart. Make love your resort…” 

“Wow, I ain’t heard this in ages. Hmmm King proper loves off this 

tune you know.” Monique said.  

Oh my days, don’t remind me! Closing her eyes, Monique hummed 

along to the music.  In an effort to bury the unwanted memories, 

and block those hidden-if not almost forgotten-emotions, I skipped 

onto the next track. Placing my glasses on the bridge of my nose, I 

tried to ignore that niggling sensation.  The one telling me I was 

probably going to meet a fate worse than death. I couldn’t help 

wondering... Why is it that the past always seems to have a randomly 

annoying way of catching up with you? 

“Here goes,” I sighed, revving the clutch. 

 Releasing the handbrake, I tried to steady my quivering hands as 

we set off into the unknown. 

 

 

Oh my days! Whatever happens next? 

 

KEEP IT LOCKED FOR: 
 

.MR. CHINN: KING OF THE 

HILL... 
 "King by name, King by nature...ah just so it go, CAPICHE!" 

Kingsley Levi Chinn Jr. 
 

 

.. 
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